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R esisting encroachment on your 
responsibilities is more than 
just a battle over turf. Allow 

me to explain.
The national search to find the next 

police chief for a city produced two final-
ists: a highly rated deputy from another 
city and an internal candidate with 25 
years of service in the department. The 
city manager, who was responsible for 
the selection, had a tough decision to 
make as both were highly rated leaders.

On any given day, being a police chief 
is a challenging job. Whoever was select-
ed for this city would face the daunting 
task of winning back the public’s trust. 
Two recent and high-profile incidents had 
the department and the city’s leadership 
under intense public scrutiny. With this 
in mind, the city manager decided that 
the external candidate had the greatest 
likelihood of success on all fronts.

After the Choice
Decision made, the manager started the 
process of informing the elected officials 
with a call first to the mayor. The man-
ager summarized the key reasons that 
led to his choice noting that the formal 
announcement would come the next day.

In clear and uncertain terms, the 
mayor opposed the manager’s decision. 
No amount of persuasion or comparison 
of the candidate’s attributes would sway 
the mayor’s opinion.

Tired of the back and forth, the 
mayor finally told the manager to choose 
the internal candidate. The manager 
informed the mayor that he was sticking 
with his initial decision. In closing the 
conversation, the mayor alluded to a 
future conversation with the city council 
about the manager’s “leadership style.” 
After the manager announced his selec-
tion the next day, the mayor publicly 
criticized the decision.

The conversation about the manag-
er’s leadership style—it never took place. 
The mayor didn’t get traction from his 
posturing. The city council as well as the 
public backed the manager on this one.

This true story is probably more 
commonplace than one would imagine. 
Elected officials cross the line into 
management’s realm. Managers drift into 
policy decisions that are the responsibil-
ity of elected officials. We are navigating 
along a two-way street except that 
managers generally don’t have the same 
type of leverage to use with their bosses.   

Peace or Principle
If this happens all the time, why fight 
it? Isn’t peace between the parties more 
important than principles? The answer is 
no! This is a principle worth fighting for 
and here is why:
•	 It’s	about	respect	for	the	law,	not	

power.	Elected officials and appointed 
managers hold a public office. Their 
duties are outlined in the law, be it a 
state statute, local charter, ordinance, 
or other. And all parties took an oath 
to uphold the law.  Democracy doesn’t 
function well when the rule of law 
gets discarded by those who swore to 
uphold it.

•	 Governance	and	oversight	matter.	
Elected officials perform a critical gov-
ernance role in providing oversight of 
the management of the organization. 
The door for abuse and corruption is 
wide open when managers play both 
the management and oversight role.

•	 Arbitrary	decisions	are	costly.	An 

actual or perceived lack of fairness 
or equity in actions taken by a public 
agency, especially in personnel, can 
create a real financial liability.

•	 Assume	no	ill	intent.	Most elected 
and appointed officials are well 
intentioned. They drift into the other’s 
territory due more to a lack of under-
standing of their role than a desire to 
be Machiavellian. Coaching helps. 

Local government professionals have 
an ethical obligation to resist encroach-
ment on their duties. There are real 
consequences to the organizations and 
public we serve when we lack the 
courage to do our jobs. There is no place 
in the profession for a “go along to get 
along” mentality. 

By MARThA PEREGO

But that’s My JoB!
No place for a “go along to get along” mentality

Is everyone at your organization

using the same playbook?

ICMA Ethics Center  
202-962-3521  |  icma.org/ethics

The ICMA Ethics Center provides training and technical assistance  
services for creating and maintaining an ethical work environment for 
staff, leadership, elected officials, boards, and commissions.
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Ethics
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Washington, D.C. 
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president focus | communication

Great keynote speakers, incredible 
sessions, and social networking at 
its finest defined ICMA’s annual 

conference in Phoenix last month! Many 
thanks to the Phoenix/Maricopa County 
Host Committee for welcoming ICMA to 
Arizona and to the Conference Planning 
Committee for creating educational 
sessions that were so relevant to the 
work that each of us does to make our 
communities the best places to live, 
work, play, and visit. We left Phoenix 
reconnected, reengaged, recommitted, 
and renewed to lead our communities.

Throughout this year I will con-
nect and communicate with members 
in many ways, including in PM. As 
communication is critical to resident 
engagement in our communities, 
communication from ICMA is critical to 
ICMA member engagement.

My Plans
I want to share with you a few of the 

areas that I will focus on as ICMA’s 
president between now and the time 
members meet again at the annual 
conference in Boston, Massachusetts, 
September 22–25, 2013. (You might want 
to save this date on your calendar now!)

Here are my goals for the upcoming 
year and corresponding performance 
measurements or indicators of success:

•	 Member	engagement.	Challenge 
members to value their investment 
in membership by doing “Just One 
Thing” to engage in ICMA; for 
instance, contribute to the Knowledge 
Network, volunteer for a committee or 
task force, attend a regional summit or 
the annual conference, contribute to 
the Fund for Professional Development 
or Life Well Run Campaign, explore 
the ICMA Web site on a weekly basis, 
attend a webinar, become a Legacy 
Leader, sponsor a Local Govern-
ment Management Fellow, become a 

Credentialed Manager, and more. 
—Success indicator: Each of these 

areas will experience increases from the 

current year. 

•	 Enhance	communication	with	affili-
ate	members. 
—Success indicator: The president 

will communicate quarterly (October, 

January, April, July) with affiliate 

leadership.

•	 Create	a	Task	Force	on	Women in Lo-
cal Government to review the status of 
women in the profession. (The group’s 
first meeting was held in Phoenix.) 
—Success indicator: Recommenda-
tions and strategies for increasing the 
presence of women in local govern-
ment management will be defined.

•	 Explore	opportunities	to	partner	with	
our	peer	organizations	(Government 
Finance Officers Association, American 
Public Works Association, American 
Planning Association, and others). 
—Success indicator: A meeting will be 

convened to explore potential oppor-

tunities to collaborate and strengthen 

ICMA through broadened peer associa-

tion partnerships.

•	 Increase	the	number	of	ICMA	
student	chapters. 
—Success indicator: Increase the num-

ber of student chapters from 11 to 20.

My Promise
These are some items on my plate that I 
hope will make ICMA an even stronger 
member-driven association. And, with 
your help and engagement, what I know 
for sure is that in Boston in 2013, and 
paraphrasing The Athenian Oath, together 
we will have “. . .transmitted ICMA, 
not only not less, but greater and more 
beautiful than it was transmitted to us.” 

With much admiration and gratitude 
for the work that you do every day to 
make your communities better places to 
live, work, play, and visit. 

By BONNIE SVRCEk, ICMA-CM

ICMA 2012–2013 
PresIdent’s 
MessAge 
A road map for the year ahead

Bonnie Svrcek, ICMA-CM  
ICMA President  
Deputy City Manager  
Lynchburg, Virginia 
bonnie.svrcek@lynchburgva.gov
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on point  | advice

What’s the best advice you’ve 
ever received?

Carol Gonzales

City Manager
Shawnee, Kansas
cgonzales@cityofshawnee.org
        
I learned what I’ve come to 
realize is the most powerful 
strategy a manager can use 
from listening to my dad, 
who worked in executive 
management at our local 
utility company while I was 
growing up.

He taught me by ex-
ample through comments and 
anecdotes about numerous 
interactions with employees. 
While he sometimes dis-
cussed work-related projects 
and how helpful “Ralph’s” 
input had been, more often 
he told us about people’s 
anniversaries and new babies 
being born, or he shared 
funny stories “his people” 
had told him about their lives.

His genuine interest and 
personal investment in them 
was obvious. It wasn’t until 
I interned with the company 
during college that I fully rec-
ognized how important this 
was. Everyone who knew him 
expressed their loyalty and 
respect to me. They remem-
bered how much he cared.

I like to think that I’ve 
woven that legacy of real 
leadership into my own 
style. 

Thomas DowlinG

County Manager
Meath County Council, Ireland
tdowling@meathcoco.ie

After more than 40 years of 
local government service and 
working as a senior manager 
since 1987, I have had the 
opportunity to reflect many 
times on advice given over 
these years.

The best leadership advice 
I have been given is to bring 
people on your journey with 
you. The impact of people 
willingly sharing the same 
journey with the same end 
destination creates amazing 
results, which have enormous 
positivity and goodwill for all 
involved.

For example, if a local 
government body, state agency, 
and the population in the com-
munity share and understand 
the same vision for their com-
munity, then they can achieve 
anything they desire.

If, however, you force 
or impose your vision on a 
community or indeed the 
staff in the local government 
organization, there will be re-
sentment and a poor outcome 
with significant reputational 
damage to the organization. It 
will be seen as uncaring and 
believed by the people that 
it also neither consults nor 
listens adequately.

elizabeTh DraGon

City Manager
Franklin, New Hampshire
citymgr@franklinnh.org      

I am not sure where I learned 
this piece of advice, whether 
from a book, in a class, from 
a mentor, or just from my 
experiences along the way 
but the best advice was: 
Never ask someone to do 
something you wouldn’t do 
yourself. For me, this means 
showing department heads 
and employees that you live 
by the same set of rules.

Lead by example! Setting 
high expectations for yourself 
will filter down to high ex-
pectations for the rest of the 
organization. Employees and 
other managers respect this 
and will follow a leader who 
is worthy of their respect.

I have also found that 
employees respect a leader 
who isn’t afraid to get her 
hands dirty—literally. Pick 
up litter on the way to your 
office and be the example 
because sometimes actions 
speak louder than words.

Also, don’t be shy about 
opportunities to get out of 
the office and connect with 
employees. Lead, but don’t 
forget to take everyone else 
along with you. The best 
leaders set the example and 
show the way.

John PaTTerson

City Manager
Casper, Wyoming
jpatterson@cityofcasperwy.com

I do think it is all about 
getting the right people on 
the bus. To that end, the 
best advice I was ever given 
was to “hire based upon 
personality, because you can 
train up the rest.” Passion, 
determination, enthusiasm, 
and persistence—these quali-
ties are what I look for in the 
hiring decision.

Generally, by the time we 
winnow down the resumes, 
the final few look the same. 
It is the candidates’ personal 
style that puts the person on 
my bus.
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Check out the latest 
Knowledge Network 
discussion on career 
resources.

 icma.org/career_questions
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BuIlDIng 
DIgItal 
COMMunItIeS, 
Part 2
A new resource, Building 
Digital Communities: A 
Framework for Action can 
help communities set a vision 
for future digital use. (Its 
companion primer is Building 
Digital Communities: Getting 
Started, featured in this column 
in the October 2012 PM.)

 icma.org/building_digital

FIreFIghtIng 
CaPaCIty 
In haItI
ICMA prepares Haitian firefighters and EMS 
crews for future disasters by providing training 
curriculum, organizational framework, and a 
recommended equipment list.

 icma.org/haiti
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WelCOMe 
PaCkage
With the help of a website 
launched during summer 2012, 
new residents and business 
owners can learn about services 
and programs provided by Santa 
Clarita, California.
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As this article is being written, the Gulf Coast 
is reeling from the impact of yet another 
hurricane. The damage caused by the unrelenting 
power of water reminds us that water has the power 
to support life or destroy everything in its path.

Similarly, government spending can 
either bring life to communities or create a 
cycle of flood and drought that can cause 
unintended damage to the very communi-
ty we seek to protect. Like water, spending 
must be controlled and managed to be 
most effective; its scope and impact has to 
be fully understood for it to be managed.

In the community setting, local govern-
ment managers are harnessing the flow of 
spending and maximizing the impact of 
government spending by coordinating with 
co-terminus jurisdictions, those that share 
geographic boundaries and often appear on 
the same tax bill. These efforts are enhanc-
ing the whole community’s ability to 
deliver cost-effective services to residents.

Through integrated procurement 
initiatives, procurement professionals are 
capturing and documenting spending 
through all levels of government and using 
this information to add value and enhance 
service delivery through such participat-
ing agencies as local governments, park 
districts, and school boards.

Money flows through localities and 
other units of government at an amazing 
rate. According to the U.S Census Office, 
state and local government spending ac-
counted for more than $2 trillion in 2010.1 
But this spending is fragmented among 

thousands of local jurisdictions that are 
each spending money in myriad ways.

Until recently it was difficult, if not 
impossible, to identify where all the 
money went, much less direct it towards 
desired goals. Technology is changing 
this. Cities and counties are beginning to 
both harness the power of their spend-
ing, directing it in purposeful ways, and 
making it more visible and accessible to 
the public through the use of sophisticated 
spend analysis.

Relying on procurement professionals, 
communities are now able to identify and 
share all of their spending information, 
detailing exactly how much is spent with 
whom and on what. In some cases, this 
information can also be shared and, more 
importantly, combined with spending 
information from co-terminus jurisdictions 
to help redefine the potential of regional 
cooperation and cooperative purchasing.

The Infrastructure: Spend Analysis
Even within individual organizations the 
challenge of managing spending can be 
daunting. Effective spend management 
requires that the spend data be collected, 
cleansed, redacted, classified, hopefully 
enriched, and collated. Only then can the 
analysis begin.

Takeaways

 ›Why spend analysis can save 
money and add value.

 › How purchasing professionals 
can create platforms for enhanced 
intergovernmental cooperation.

 › How the Cloud is providing new 
levels of public transparency. 
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promising as these savings are, they 
pale in comparison to the possibilities of 
integrated cooperative purchasing.

Cooperatives and Piggyback 
Contracts
Managers probably are familiar with the 
concept of purchasing cooperatives. Often, 
it is important to distinguish between true 
cooperatives and piggyback contracts. True 
cooperatives are joint purchases where 
entities combine their buying quantities 

in the hope of getting either better pricing, 
better service, or both.

Piggyback contracts are joint 
purchases where a “lead” agency issues 
a bid on its own behalf and makes and 
then issues a contract that can be used 
by any qualified entity.  Many states and 
councils of government already offer 
piggyback contracts and some manage 
true cooperatives.

There are several regional and even 
national groups, some privately held, 
that offer piggyback contracts. Again, 
like payment methods, cooperatives and 
piggyback contracts both have their proper 
place. For local governments and other 
governmental agencies in regions that lack 
adequate competition or sufficient buying 
power, these piggy back contracts can offer 
extremely attractive prices. They also avoid 
the delays, reduce the costs of acquisition, 
and provide a way to respond to emer-
gency situations.  

The challenge for participants in 
these piggyback contracts is determin-
ing whether they actually get the best 
value for money. Often, local vendors 
and small businesses are blocked from 
participation and equally often, there is 
a fee structure in place to support the 

administration of the cooperative. These 
administrative fees can sometimes be 
excessive; in fact, some states actually 
negotiate prepayment of potential pig-
gyback contract revenue as a condition 
of contract award.

These prepayments to the host state 
are then applied to the state’s budgets. 
Because the costs of prepayments are 
reflected in the ultimate prices charged, 
they are effectively redistributed to the 
local entities buying from the piggyback 

contract. The hosting states collect 
money from the contractor, which then 
charges the local communities. While 
it is certainly reasonable to recover the 
actual costs of the programs, some see 
this as a masked redistribution of tax 
funds to the contract-holding entity.  

How does a manager know whether 
the contract is a true cooperative or 
a piggyback? It is simple. Was your 
organization involved in the develop-
ment of the bid sharing requirements 
and possibly committing to minimum 
order requirements? If so it is probably a 
true cooperative.

If the contract was identified 
through research or by a contractor rep-
resentative it is probably a piggyback. 
Either way, it is important to under-
standing how the contract is managed 
and how costs are allocated.

Integrated Cooperative
Spend analysis and particularly the coor-
dination of spending information, creates 
opportunities for local cooperation on 
new levels. In regions with adequate 
competition, local governments and 
especially co-terminus governments, can 
combine their spend to positively impact 
their ability to deliver enhanced value. 

This is hard work because the data 
is challenging to collect and even more 
challenging to categorize. The chal-
lenges to collection reside in the fact that 
government spends money in various 
ways and through systems that don’t 
effectively share details of transactions. 
A city, for example, might spend money 
with purchase orders, through the use 
of procurement cards, through check 
requests, through petty cash reimburse-
ments, and through confirming orders, 
just to mention a few methods.

Each of these methods has its own 
strengths, weaknesses, and appropriate ap-
plications. Each is also appropriate to use 
in specific circumstances. The challenge is 
how to combine the information to create 
a true picture of the complete spend. It is 
not enough to know what is spent on con-
tracts through purchase orders. The true 
power of spend analysis lies in the ability 
to identify how every dollar is spent—es-
pecially the money spent off contract.

 Spend analytics creates the ability to 
channel spending in the most efficient 
and effective directions. This channeling 
may not be as simple as seeking lowest 
first cost because a government’s needs 
are far too complex for such simple solu-
tions. As the Army Corps of Engineers 
channels flood waters through canals to 
protect and support communities, local 
governments must channel spending 
to most effectively achieve the strategic 
goals of their communities.

These goals may be developing local, 
small, and historically underused busi-
nesses, providing meaningful community 
resources for youth programs, ensuring 
the safety and health of at-risk residents, 
and so forth. These complex goals can 
best be advanced through a complete 
understanding of how spending flows 
through governmental organizations and 
into the community.  

Spend analysis and management are 
the backbone of this ability to leverage 
expenditures for the public good by 
identifying the who, what, when, where, 
why, and how of local government 
spending and in the process, creating the 
potential for jurisdictions to coordinate 

spending to provide a renewed ability to 
serve residents.

For years, consultants have touted the 
benefits of spend analysis and offered to 
work with jurisdictions and accept pay-
ment on a “shared-savings model” that 
would result in the consultant receiving 
some percentage of the savings identified 
through their efforts. In many cases, the 
promises are too good to be true and the 
realities are disappointing.

Here is an example. A standard 

spending report would be the top 
vendors based on number of payments 
made. Why would it matter if an agency 
is paying a vendor more than once 
a month for various reasons? In one 
jurisdiction, the number of payments 
received by the top 10 vendors exceeded 
4,000 payments in a year.

This means staff members were pro-
cessing an average more than 50 invoices 
per vendor per month at a considerable 
staff cost. While the monthly volume of in-
voices from each vendor varied, everyone 
benefitted from the invoice consolidation 
effort. It reduced accounts payable efforts 
for the jurisdiction and reduced accounts 
receivable efforts for the vendors.

If consultants working on a percent-
age of savings provided this information, 
they would seek payment for the savings 
realized through more effective manage-
ment of these payments. The challenge 
is that cashable savings would be depen-
dent on staff reductions, which could be 
neither reasonable nor realistic. In most 
cases, these savings result in reallocation 
of staff resources to other purposes.

Under the consultant-on-commission 
model, one possible result could be both 
positive (resources are reallocated) and 
negative (adviser gets a percentage and 
the net impact on the budget is nega-
tive). Another standard report available 
through spend analysis is the existence 
of duplicate payments. Often duplicate 
payments are the result of installment ar-
rangements, but they sometimes indicate 
overpayments that are recoverable.   

In addition to creating the ability 
to identify multiple invoice and dupli-
cate payment issues, by creating and 
managing their own spend analysis, local 
governments are able to identify contract 
compliance issues and rogue spending; 
that is, spending with non-contracted 
vendors where a contracted vendor 
exists. They can identify commodities 
that should be extended (i.e., need 
more vendors) and those that should be 
rationalized (i.e., need fewer vendors).

Through analyzing these issues, 
Naperville, Illinois, has identified more 
than $750,000 in savings. As rich and 

While state and national cooperatives 
are properly focused on lowest-first cost as 
a value proposition, co-terminus coopera-
tives can focus on more comprehensive 
and meaningful concepts of value. Locali-
ties and schools boards, for example, can 
coordinate contracts and their activities to 
reduce the impact on a given community 
by combining road projects with sidewalk 
and parking-lot projects.

Such bundling reduces start-up costs 
for vendors, increases the appeal of the 
contract for local vendors, and creates 
the opportunity to coordinate projects on 
a more comprehensive level. Cities and 
parks can bundle landscape, construc-
tion, or uniform contracts to create area 
contracts that are more appealing and 
profitable for local contractors.

From a competitive-market perspec-
tive, the coordination of spending can 
avoid unintended dilution of buying 
power. In the marketplace—any mar-
ketplace—competition drives the ability 
to maximize value. Buyers have two 
primary tools to optimize the effect of 
competition: bundling and timing.

Bundling is the aggregation of spend-
ing into the size packages that appeal to 
the optimum number of suppliers. Road-
resurfacing projects, as one example, 
could be combined in such a manner 
that only a few contractors could bid the 
work, thus limiting competition and the 
ability to spread the work in the most 
cost-effective manner.

Alternatively, the same work could 
be packaged in such a way that start-up 
costs drive prices too high. Timing is 
the entry into the market at a time when 
competitors are most desirous of work. If 
a county is bidding a major road project, 
a school district needs a parking lot 
resurfaced, and those two bids hit the 
street at the same time, the parking-lot 
project may not get the attention it de-
serves, reducing competition and costing 
taxpayers extra money.

If these purchases can be coordinated 
based on schedule or even bundled into 
one integrated project, both jurisdictions 
can save on start-up costs and offer the 
market a more attractive package. Both 

sPend analysis 
steP-by-steP:
•	 Identify how money is spent: 

payables, purchase cards, 
check requests, petty cash, and 
contracts.

•	 Collect the data: payables, 
purchase card, purchase order, 
and so forth.

•	 Cleanse the data: standard-
ize the information, eliminate 
duplicates, fix errors.

•	 Redact: remove payments to 
individuals and where security 
issues may be involved.

•	 Classify: align vendors and pay-
ments to the proper commodities.

•	 Collate: aggregate the spend 
and related data into one 
database.

•	 Take Action: identify opportuni-
ties to create value for your entity.

sPend analysis 
action stePs:
•	Consolidate invoices.
•	Identify duplicate payments.
•	 Insure existing contracts are 

being used.
•	 Verify correct prices are being 

charged.
•	 Insure the optimum number of 

vendors for each commodity.
•	Negotiate best terms.
•	 Coordinate and cooperate 

with neighboring jurisdictions.

In the communIty settIng, local GovernMent 
ManaGers are HarnessinG tHe flow of 
sPendinG and coordinatinG witH co-terMinus 
and neiGHborinG jurisdictions to enhance 
theIr communIty’s abIlIty to delIver cost-effectIve 
servIces to resIdents.
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Naperville, Illinois, and Lee Summit, 
Missouri, have explored the potential of 
integrated cooperatives and found fertile 
ground for value enhancement.

These efforts have included the 
coordination and integration of procure-
ments ranging from construction projects 
involving adding one entity’s smaller 

project—sidewalk replacement of parking 
lot resurfacing—to a larger neighboring 
road job of work, thereby reducing the 
community impact during construction 
and reducing costs associated with mo-
bilization and contract administration, to 
sharing access to office supply contracts 
resulting in lower costs, reduced adminis-
trative costs, and better performance.

In initial efforts to integrate and 
channel spending in the most effective 
way, the Naperville effort has identified 
$100 million in savings. This savings 
is realized through the coordination of 
contract approaches where the three 

jurisdictions (in this case a city, a school 
district, and a library district) either 
combine spending on a given commodity 
or already share contractors.

The analysis has revealed that 23 
vendors were common to all three 
agencies, and 123 were common to at 
least two of the agencies, identifying 

more than $1.5 million in small construc-
tion projects across several integrated 
co-terminus jurisdictions, including the 
Naperville Library District and Naperville 
Park District. The net effect has been to 
bring the community these completed 
projects sooner and at a lower cost than 
possible under prior contracting models.

The process has been so successful 
that a local university located in Naper-
ville’s downtown has also used the same 
contract to complete a “gateway” project 
that is bringing enhanced facilities to the 
university and the neighborhood. The 
expansion of the contract to the private 
university created several advantages.

First, the university was able to get 
the work underway and completed faster 
and at a lower cost than even its own 
processes would have allowed because 
of the buying power and scope of the 
cooperative contract. Second, the city 
was able to rely on the fact that the con-
tract specifications for the specific units 
of work were the specifications it had 
developed for its own contract, thereby 
insuring full compliance with city needs.

Finally, the contractor was better able 
to coordinate road closures and utility 
efforts because of the preexisting work 
being done by the contractor.

Ability to Share Spend Data With 
the Public
Spend analysis, in addition to its effects on 
fiscal responsibility, provides the potential 
for greater transparency and can enhance 
public confidence in government. The best 
and highest use of spend analysis may 
not be cost savings or even facilitating 
intergovernmental cooperation. It may well 
turn out to be the ability to share spend 
information with the public in an immedi-
ate and meaningful way.

Spend analysis has enabled juris-
dictions to move to the next level of 
transparency. While many jurisdictions 
are working towards making contract 
spending available to the public, compre-
hensive spend analysis and management 
can make an agency’s, and, in fact, an 
entire community’s spending, accessible 
to everyone.

Cloud and Internet solutions are 
making spend data available to the 
public in ways unimaginable only a year 
ago. Through a system developed in 
cooperation with the Naperville Cham-
ber of Commerce and other co-terminus 
jurisdictions, businesses and residents 
can access Naperville’s complete spend 
data and see where every dollar goes 
regardless of the payment platform 
online anytime.

The data can be downloaded and the 
site can provide aggregations with and 
comparisons to other participating jurisdic-
tions and also provides the ability to un-
derstand local, regional, and even national 
spending patterns. Naperville’s spend site 
can be found at http://www.spotlighton-
spend.org/1061/City+of+Naperville,+IL/
Spend/Monthly.

Money and how we chose to spend 
it at the local government level can 
have tremendous impact. Managing that 
impact is the job of the procurement 
professional under the guidance and 
vision of local government managers.

By seeding the Cloud with readily 
available information on who, what, 
and with whom money is spent, 
procurement professionals are provid-
ing transparency to the community at 
large. They also are providing specific 
information to businesses that allows 
them to compete and ultimately grow 
the local and national economy.

By understanding and effectively 
managing their spending patterns, 
procurement professionals are creating 
the opportunity for local government 
managers to harness and channel the 
power of their spend, to coordinate the 
flow of money with their co-terminus 
and to bring enhanced value to their 
jurisdictions.  

ENDNOTES

1 www.census.gov/compendia/statab/2012/ 
12s0430.pdf.

fyi resources
For information on certified public 
procurement professionals, contact:

The Universal Public Procurement 
Certification Council
http://www.uppcc.org.

For information on training, 
educational resources, and public 
procurement research, contact:

National Institute of Governmental 
Purchasing (NIGP): 
http://www.nigp.org

National Association of State 
Procurement Officials (NASPO): 
http://www.naspo.org

National Association of Educational 
Procurement (NAEP): 
http://www.naepnet.org

FAU Public Procurement Research 
Center:
www.fau.edu/pprc

ABOVE: The North Central College “Gate-
way” Project--a $1 million example of the 
new cooperation between public and pri-
vate entities, was completed by a private 
college linking the college, park facilities, 
and the Naperville, Illinois, downtown area.  
This project was completed on time and 
on budget through the private use of the 
city’s cooperative construction contract.

MIChAEl BEVIS, JD, CPPO, 
CPSM, CPM, PMP, is chief 
procurement officer, Naperville, Illinois 
(bevism@naperville.il.us).

ABOVE: One of the first cooperative con-
struction contract projects in Naperville, 
Illinois, this new canopy project at a Park 
District senior center was completed for 
under $15,000 and in a matter of a few 
weeks, from identification to completion. 
It also resolved several structural chal-
lenges and provides a safe point of entry 
for seniors.

the best contract among the three and 
realizing even a 2 percent savings that 
will allow $480,000 to be redirected to 
new purposes.

One of the most challenging of these 
cooperative opportunities is construc-
tion contracting. Construction often 
represents the largest single category of 
spending and the most public activity of 
an organization. Through the more com-
prehensive understanding of its spending 
and that of its neighboring jurisdictions, 
Naperville was able expand the tradition-
al use of cooperatives beyond traditional 
commodities, like office supplies and 
paper, to include construction.

The implementation of a cooperative 
construction contract that included the 
needs of several co-terminus jurisdictions 
and also made the contract available 
to other jurisdictions as a piggyback 
contract, created a contract that is 
essentially a 20,000+ line item construc-
tion catalogue listing units of completed 
work. Entities can “order” construction 
work through the contract.

This contract has provided for the 
timely and cost-effective completion of 
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History is full of opportunities to learn from 
the experiences of others. Historic figures, in 
particular, can provide exceptional insights.

We all know that there is an 
incredible volume of theory on 
leadership. There are also myriad 
models of leadership principles 
and methodologies. In fact, there 
is so much information that it 
can be overwhelming to look at 
how an individual becomes a 
leader or improves one’s leader-
ship capacity and skills.

Seeking history’s lessons can 
help. Even after 150 years, the 
Civil War provides lessons that 
are still relevant today and not 
just from such well-known names 
as Abraham Lincoln, Ulysses S. 
Grant, and Robert E. Lee.

In my opinion, Union 
Brigadier General George S. 
Greene’s actions at Gettysburg in 
July 1863 illustrate eight excellent 
principles of good leadership.

Who Was Greene?
Greene—”Old Man Greene” his 
soldiers called him or sometimes 
“Pap Greene”—at age 62, was 
one of the oldest generals in 
the Union Army. But he was far 
from doddering or ineffectual. 
Greene was a hardy war-horse, 
a man who spent most of his 
time in the saddle, an officer 
who insisted on hard drilling 

and discipline in camp and hard 
fighting on the battlefield.

Harsh in his manner, Greene 
was not a man who won immedi-
ate affection from his troops. But 
those under his command soon 
learned to appreciate his ability.

He was a colorful figure, with 
a full head of silver hair, huge 
mustachios, a large grizzled 
spade beard, and an easy-going 
style of dress that made him 
look more like a kindly preacher 
or farmer than an Old Army 
regular. To the New Yorkers of 
his brigade, most of whom were 
under 21, the old man must have 
seemed an ancient relic out of the 
Revolution or the War of 1812.

In fact, though he was a rela-
tive of Revolutionary War hero 
Nathaniel Greene, General Wash-
ington’s second in command, he 
was the son of a ship owner who 
was financially ruined by the War 
of 1812, and he was a native of 
Warwick, Rhode Island.

Greene had planned to go to 
Brown University, but his father’s 
plunge into poverty made this 
impossible. Instead, he went to 
New York where he could find 
work. There he was fortunate to 
receive an appointment to West 

Point and graduated second in 
his class in 1823.

Due to his excellent academ-
ics, he was retained at West 
Point until 1827 as a professor 
of mathematics and engineering. 
Ironically, one of the students 
he taught during this period was 
Cadet Robert E. Lee.

This article will travel in time 
to the morning of July 2, 1863, 
in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, 
and examine eight principles all 
leaders can learn from.

LESSONS FROM 

THE PAST FOR 

LEADERS OF THE 

F U T U R E 
WHAT A CIVIL WAR GENERAL CAN 

TEACH YOU ABOUT LEADERSHIP
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TAKEAWAYS

 › Leadership is melding a 
variety of skills and method-
ologies. The article demon-
strates how one Civil War 
leader did this to solve a 
nearly impossible situation.

 › To effectively lead you 
must show up! Not only 
does the leader in this 
article do that, he also uses 
his talents to provide his 
men with the “opportu-
nity” to succeed.

 › Once the plan is made, 
communicated and commit-
ted to, then the leader’s job 
is to support its implemen-
tation. This article shows 
how a Civil War general 
won a major victory by fol-
lowing this simple process 
and leading the way.

BY ADEN HOGAN, JR.
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Greene’s Leadership Principle #1: 
Be Prepared
The early morning of July 2, 1863, finds 

General Greene arriving at Culp’s Hill 

(southwest of the town of Gettysburg). 

He’s in command of the third brigade of 

the Union XII Corps, second division. His 

brigade has less than 1,400 men. He im-

mediately realizes his position demands 

breastworks (above-ground trenches).

Disregarding the objections of his 
division commander, Greene orders 
construction to begin. Fortunately, the 
hillside has ample supplies for their 
work. The result is an imposing rampart 
of wood, stones, and earth that would 
give Confederate attackers few targets.

General Greene knows that the 
Culp’s Hill position is critical as it com-
mands the entire Cemetery Ridge battle 
line. If the Confederates can get artillery 
up there, they could destroy the Army 
of the Potomac!

Good leaders always make prepara-
tions for worst case scenarios. Regardless 
of the task or role set before you, it is 
your job as leader to be prepared. That 
means learning as much as possible 
about your department, your role in the 
organization, and the expectations of your 
superiors. Once you understand what you 
are expected to know, you can educate 
yourself about your organization.

That doesn’t mean that you will learn 
every nuance in detail. It does mean that 
you will gain an overall working knowl-
edge of everything that goes on in your 
department that will equip you to lead.

Preparation makes the difference 
in your ability to present yourself as a 
leader who cares and intends to lead 
the department toward greatness. As an 
informed leader, you will be prepared to 
make accurate and difficult decisions.

Prior preparation and planning 
makes the difference in your ability to 
present yourself as a leader who cares, 
who is competent and who intends to 
lead the organization toward success. As 
an informed leader you will be ready to 
make accurate and effective decisions.

Greene’s Leadership Principle #2: 
First Things First
The Union left has almost broken late on 

the afternoon of July 2, 1863. Lieutenant 

General James Longstreet’s Rebels have hit 

the Federals hard for more than an hour, 

with the 15th and 47th Alabama storming 

up Little Round Top; they were poised to 

capture the key high ground on the Union 

left flank. Major General George G. Meade, 

commanding the Army of the Potomac, 

responds to the threat on his left by calling 

up the XII Corps, which is guarding the 

Union right on Culp’s Hill.

Upon receiving Meade’s instructions, 
Major General Henry Slocum requests 
permission to leave one of his two 
divisions on Culp’s Hill as a precaution. 

But Meade is adamant in his call for all 
available troops and allows Slocum to 
pick only one brigade to stay behind. 
The weight of Meade’s questionable de-
cision falls on the shoulders of Brigadier 
General George Greene and his brigade 
of New Yorkers.

As dusk set in, Greene orders his five 
New York regiments to stretch out in a 
line one-man deep, with one foot of space 
between the men. The fortified trenches 
are nearly half-a-mile long, and as Green 
inspects them, he wonders if he has 
enough manpower to hold his ground.

Now instead of a whole Corps to de-
fend the hill, General Greene has only his 
understrength brigade of 1,400 New York-
ers. He knows his priority is to hold Culp’s 
Hill and thus deny the high ground to the 
enemy. He moves forward with his plan 
and places his men along the breastworks 
for the attack he expects to come.

Each day will greet you with new 
challenges, obstacles, and changes. It is 
your job as the leader to prioritize the 
tasks facing your team. As the elements of 
the challenge change, you are the one who 
must maintain focus on the big picture. 
Tasks may need to be prioritized day-by-
day, and sometimes even hour-by-hour. 
Over time, priorities change according to 
the needs and desires of the organization.

Good leaders put planning in the 
decision-making process to ensure that the 
key objectives are kept in focus and that 
resources are deployed to accomplish the 
“first things first.” Keeping the overall goal 
in your sights allows you to get to the big-
gest problems first. An unmanaged crisis is 
a pending disaster. General Greene’s No. 1 

goal was to hold Culp’s Hill.

Greene’s Leadership Prin-
ciple #3: Expect Problems 
For General Greene, it was 

too late to do anything more 

than wonder. Being the type 

of leader he is, however, 

Greene has been focused on 

the problem since he arrived 

at Culp’s Hill. At 7:15 p.m., 

Union skirmishers spotted Confederates 

crossing Rock Creek, near the foot of Culp’s 

Hill. As the drab butternut-and-gray mass 

approaches, the skirmishers fire a few 

volleys then race up the rocky, wooded hill 

for the safety of the breastworks.

General Greene has anticipated the 
attacks; he expects it. His prior prepara-
tions throughout the day have put his 
team in a position of readiness that could 
mean the difference in the coming fight. 
Now it is here. The attack that General 
Meade didn’t expect now occurs.

The unexpected will happen. Not 
only should you plan for the unexpected, 
but also train your staff to expect it 
too. Remember that “variables do, and 
constants may not always be.” Checking 
our assumptions is always a good thing 
as the action plan unfolds.

This doesn’t mean living on the edge 
of your seat, always anticipating the 

worst. It does mean being aware that 
things don’t always work out the way we 
plan or would like them to. As manag-
ers know, things can happen, and it is 
critical that you, as the leader, be flexible 
enough to maneuver yourself and your 
team through the unexpected.

Greene’s Leadership Principle #4: 
Be a Decision Maker 
As dusk settles in, Confederate Major 

General Richard Ewell launches an entire 

division (nearly 5,000 men) at Greene’s 

single understrength brigade. Three 

brigades of Maryland, North Carolina, 

Virginia, and Louisiana troops waded 

through Rock Creek and storm up the rise 

through the near darkness created by the 

canopy of leaves that block the fading sun.

General Greene certainly does not 
like his situation, but he doesn’t hesitate 
to deploy his troops for the fight he 
knows is coming. His foresight has his 
men in the breastworks, and he deploys 
early-warning skirmishers before the 

enemy attack begins. This gives his 
brigade the initial advantage.

Good leaders are decision makers and 
solution creators. In a crisis situation, 
decisions will often need to be made on 
the spot. Good leaders will have already 
weighed their options before that deci-
sion time comes.

The outcome of your decision can 
often impact a variety of areas within the 
organization so don’t forget to take this 
into consideration. Don’t be paralyzed, 
however, by fear that you will make the 
wrong decision. In a crisis, take what time 
you have to make the most reasonable and 
well-thought-out decision you can.

But don’t procrastinate. Inaction is an 
action. Procrastination kills morale and 
makes your team sluggish. It also can 
cause self-doubt and will certainly affect 
the outcome negatively.

Inaction is like a vacuum. If you 
don’t make a decision someone else 
will. Do not allow your decisions to be 
usurped because of procrastination. A 

well-informed and prepared leader will 
be able to make decisions based on the 
best interest of the organization, even in 
the tight timeframes of a crisis.

 
Greene’s Leadership Principle #5: 
Don’t Avoid Problems
Even as his skirmishers frantically leap 

over the breastworks to get back under 

cover, General Greene dispatches a courier 

to XI Corps commander Major General 

Oliver Howard and to Brigadier General 

James Wadsworth of the I Corps with an 

urgent plea for reinforcements.

Random shots ring out as the 
Confederates approach the top of 
Culp’s Hill. Federals crouch anxiously 
behind their bulwarks, listening to 
the ominous footfalls in the woods. 
Suddenly, the lead Confederate ranks 
appeared out of the shadows, and 
Greene’s officers order the New Yorkers 
to open fire.

Out into the night, like chain-light-
ning, leaps the zigzag line of fire. Scores 

Ensure Building Safety: 
Get Everyone Certified with ICC
Keeping your community safe depends on having qualified 
individuals working in your building and fire departments. 
Many communities throughout the United States require their 
inspectors, plans examiners and code officials to be certified by the 
International Code Council (ICC).

A leader in building safety, ICC publishes the building, fire, plumbing 
and mechanical codes adopted throughout the country. ICC also 
offers certifications for building officials, inspectors, plans examiners 
and other staff that work for the building or fire department.

Ensure professionalism in your department and safety in your 
community by requiring ICC certification of building and fire 
prevention officials.

Learn more about ICC’s Certification and Testing program by visiting 
www.iccsafe.org/getcertified or emailing us at certexam@iccsafe.org.
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The unexpected will 
happen. Not only should 
you plan for the unexpected, 
but also train your staff to 
expect it too.
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First Things First
The Union left has almost broken late on 

the afternoon of July 2, 1863. Lieutenant 

General James Longstreet’s Rebels have hit 

the Federals hard for more than an hour, 

with the 15th and 47th Alabama storming 

up Little Round Top; they were poised to 

capture the key high ground on the Union 

left flank. Major General George G. Meade, 

commanding the Army of the Potomac, 

responds to the threat on his left by calling 

up the XII Corps, which is guarding the 

Union right on Culp’s Hill.

Upon receiving Meade’s instructions, 
Major General Henry Slocum requests 
permission to leave one of his two 
divisions on Culp’s Hill as a precaution. 

But Meade is adamant in his call for all 
available troops and allows Slocum to 
pick only one brigade to stay behind. 
The weight of Meade’s questionable de-
cision falls on the shoulders of Brigadier 
General George Greene and his brigade 
of New Yorkers.

As dusk set in, Greene orders his five 
New York regiments to stretch out in a 
line one-man deep, with one foot of space 
between the men. The fortified trenches 
are nearly half-a-mile long, and as Green 
inspects them, he wonders if he has 
enough manpower to hold his ground.

Now instead of a whole Corps to de-
fend the hill, General Greene has only his 
understrength brigade of 1,400 New York-
ers. He knows his priority is to hold Culp’s 
Hill and thus deny the high ground to the 
enemy. He moves forward with his plan 
and places his men along the breastworks 
for the attack he expects to come.

Each day will greet you with new 
challenges, obstacles, and changes. It is 
your job as the leader to prioritize the 
tasks facing your team. As the elements of 
the challenge change, you are the one who 
must maintain focus on the big picture. 
Tasks may need to be prioritized day-by-
day, and sometimes even hour-by-hour. 
Over time, priorities change according to 
the needs and desires of the organization.

Good leaders put planning in the 
decision-making process to ensure that the 
key objectives are kept in focus and that 
resources are deployed to accomplish the 
“first things first.” Keeping the overall goal 
in your sights allows you to get to the big-
gest problems first. An unmanaged crisis is 
a pending disaster. General Greene’s No. 1 

goal was to hold Culp’s Hill.

Greene’s Leadership Prin-
ciple #3: Expect Problems 
For General Greene, it was 

too late to do anything more 

than wonder. Being the type 

of leader he is, however, 

Greene has been focused on 

the problem since he arrived 

at Culp’s Hill. At 7:15 p.m., 

Union skirmishers spotted Confederates 

crossing Rock Creek, near the foot of Culp’s 

Hill. As the drab butternut-and-gray mass 

approaches, the skirmishers fire a few 
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General Greene has anticipated the 
attacks; he expects it. His prior prepara-
tions throughout the day have put his 
team in a position of readiness that could 
mean the difference in the coming fight. 
Now it is here. The attack that General 
Meade didn’t expect now occurs.

The unexpected will happen. Not 
only should you plan for the unexpected, 
but also train your staff to expect it 
too. Remember that “variables do, and 
constants may not always be.” Checking 
our assumptions is always a good thing 
as the action plan unfolds.

This doesn’t mean living on the edge 
of your seat, always anticipating the 

worst. It does mean being aware that 
things don’t always work out the way we 
plan or would like them to. As manag-
ers know, things can happen, and it is 
critical that you, as the leader, be flexible 
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Greene’s Leadership Principle #4: 
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Good leaders are decision makers and 
solution creators. In a crisis situation, 
decisions will often need to be made on 
the spot. Good leaders will have already 
weighed their options before that deci-
sion time comes.

The outcome of your decision can 
often impact a variety of areas within the 
organization so don’t forget to take this 
into consideration. Don’t be paralyzed, 
however, by fear that you will make the 
wrong decision. In a crisis, take what time 
you have to make the most reasonable and 
well-thought-out decision you can.

But don’t procrastinate. Inaction is an 
action. Procrastination kills morale and 
makes your team sluggish. It also can 
cause self-doubt and will certainly affect 
the outcome negatively.

Inaction is like a vacuum. If you 
don’t make a decision someone else 
will. Do not allow your decisions to be 
usurped because of procrastination. A 

well-informed and prepared leader will 
be able to make decisions based on the 
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Confederates approach the top of 
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Suddenly, the lead Confederate ranks 
appeared out of the shadows, and 
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of Rebels drop as the New Yorkers’ burst 
of flame and lead find its mark. Confed-
erate officers pull their shocked troops 
back into the woods to regroup.

Greene and his brigade were as 
prepared as he could make them. Even 
as the attack was unfolding, he took 
the necessary steps to deal with the 
problem—the attack—and to safeguard 
his team by requesting reinforcements. 
General Greene was affecting the actions 
of the enemy by his planning, prepara-
tion, and management actions.

Successful leaders don’t avoid 
problems, they provide solutions. 
Small problems that are not addressed 
promptly and decisively can turn into 
major obstacles. Evaluate problems as 
they arise. Some problems are techni-
cal, others organizational, and others 
interpersonal. Have key people in place 
to handle specific issues and hold them 
accountable for resolving issues.

Ignoring problems is another morale 
killer. Leaders who hide their head in the 
sand leave themselves and their team 
exposed to the unmanaged events that 
can create a disaster.

Greene’s Leadership Principle #6: 
Maintain Focus on Your Purpose
For the Union troops, the respite is brief. 

Their attackers reorganize quickly and 

open fire from behind large rocks and 

trees. But it soon becomes clear that with 

the Federals heavily entrenched on high 

ground and shrouded in darkness and 

smoke, the Confederates cannot capture 

the hill with long-range fire. The order to 

charge comes again.

About 8:00 p.m., Confederates 
from Virginia and Maryland assaulted 
Greene’s extreme right. Holding the 
position are the 456 men of the 137th 
New York. Even though they gain part 
of the vacant Union works, the attacking 
Virginians and Marylanders are unable 
to push through the thin, defiant line.

Meanwhile, the fighting rages on all 
along the line. On Greene’s left, six regi-
ments of Virginians tangled with the 60th 

and 102nd New York. In the center, five 
Louisiana regiments storm the works in 
front of the 78th and 149th New Yorkers. 
Greene’s troops hold fast. The Confeder-
ates make four separate charges between 
7:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m., with each 
attack meeting the same disastrous end.

Greene never has more than 1,350 
troops in line to face 4,000 to 5,000 
Confederates. He is able to maintain his 

bristling defense of the hill by using his 
limited resources wisely, rotating troops 
to and from the battle line to restock 
their cartridge boxes and clean their 
weapons. The Union troops cheer on 
their comrades as they race back and 
forth, pushing each other to greater and 
greater heights of determination.

Once you have established goals and 
surrounded yourself with good people, 
work to keep your goals and priorities in 
focus. It’s easy for you and your employ-
ees to forget the big picture as you deal 
with daily concerns. It is your job as the 
leader to keep the primary focus in front 
of yourself and your employees.

Every job, every person, and every 
strategy should be committed to reaching 
your primary goal. If this is to happen, 
you will have to remind others often of 
your team’s focus and purpose. A lack 
of focus would have had fatal results for 
General Greene. Not only would he and 

most of his brigade likely have been killed 
in the mounting attack, they would have 
also lost their critical asset of the high 
ground of Culp’s Hill and allowed the 
advantage to swing to the enemy.

In crisis or daily routines, a lack of 
focus allows errors, bad decisions, and 
poor actions to creep in, which can destroy 
progress toward the team’s goals. Effective 
leaders stay focused on the mission!

 
Greene’s Leadership 
Principle #7: 
A Big Part of 
Leadership Is 
Being There
Throughout the raging 

battle, General Greene 

rides up and down the 

line, showing no regard 

for his personal welfare. 

He remains conspicu-

ous, constantly moving 

through his lines while 

under fire to encourage 

his besieged troops. He is 

often seen stopping along-

side his men, firing his 

pistol at the charging enemy, and offering 

support and motivation to his men.

About 10:00 p.m., the Confederate 
attacks cease. At the same time units of 
the XII Corps began to return to the hill. 
General Green’s line has bent but has 
not broken. The right flank had been 
tested, and it has been saved by a small, 
gutsy force and a gallant leader, General 
George S. Greene.

Early on July 3, the Confederates 
try three more times to take Culp’s Hill, 
but the attacks prove fruitless. Ewell 
withdraws late in the morning. Greene 
estimates Confederate losses at 2,400, 
while his brigade has lost only 307 killed 
or wounded.

To have the leader with you, espe-
cially in a crisis, makes a team stronger 
than it would be on its own. There is 
power in good leadership, but you have 
to be there to use it. General Greene’s 
presence bolstered frightened and tired 

troops and because of his leadership 
they stayed with him. The fight that his 
men put up on the night of July 2, 1863, 
ranks as one of the best of any brigade 
during the entire Civil War.

Good leaders are visible. They share 
the hardships and the good times with 
their team. Our integrity as a leader is 
tested in crisis by standing in front of 
the team and setting the example of 
behavior and action. The battle cry of 
“follow me” tells us we must be in front 
where everyone can see us.

Greene’s Leadership Principle #8: 
Keep Things Simple 
General Greene’s most important contri-

bution at Gettysburg was his early-morn-

ing decision to construct breastworks, 

while officers on both sides still opposed 

their use. Not Greene. He believed human 

lives were too important to be sacrificed 

to bravado or unplanned battle tactic.

He had a practical, simple, yet 
elegant solution to a pending problem. 

The construction of the breastworks 
allowed his significantly small force 
to hold off a whole Confederate divi-
sion for most of the night until he was 
reinforced. It also resulted in reduced 
casualties in his brigade.

If Culp’s Hill had been lost, the day’s 
battle would have been for nothing, and 
the Union would have likely lost the battle 
that unfolded the next day. But General 
Greene and his New Yorkers held the hill.

The burdens of leadership can some-
times have a negative, snowball effect. 
Decisive, clear leadership keeps this from 
happening. Simplify issues whenever 
possible. Keep small things small. Break 
actions into understandable and doable 
pieces. Don’t allow little issues to be 
blown out of proportion. Keep the mis-
sion simple.

Delegating minor responsibilities 
and keeping competent personnel in 
place who can handle minor problems 
allows you to focus on the larger goals 
and initiatives. Provide clear, concise 

instructions. Leadership is complicated 
enough so you need to keep your job as 
simple as possible.

These principles are just as valuable 
for us today as they were 150 years ago. 
Successful leaders are prepared, honest, 
forward-looking, competent, focused, 
inspiring, and “in the present,” as well 
as life-long learners. The principles 
gleaned from General Greene and his 
leadership example at Gettysburg can 
serve us well in tackling the issues we 
confront in local government today as 
well as in the future. 

Author’s note: Excerpts in italics are 
paraphrased from Battle of Gettysburg: 
General George Sears Greene at Culp’s Hill, 
by Eric Ethier (9-1-2006). Public domain 
materials can be found at http://www.
historynet.com/battle-of-gettysburg-general-
george-sears-greene-at-culps-hill.htm.

Each day will greet you 
with new challenges, 
obstacles, and changes. 
It is your job as the leader to 
prioritize the tasks facing your 
team. As the elements of the 
challenge change, you are the 
one who must maintain focus 
on the big picture.

— Quentin T. McPhatter
Deputy City Manager, Kingsland, Georgia
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of Rebels drop as the New Yorkers’ burst 
of flame and lead find its mark. Confed-
erate officers pull their shocked troops 
back into the woods to regroup.

Greene and his brigade were as 
prepared as he could make them. Even 
as the attack was unfolding, he took 
the necessary steps to deal with the 
problem—the attack—and to safeguard 
his team by requesting reinforcements. 
General Greene was affecting the actions 
of the enemy by his planning, prepara-
tion, and management actions.

Successful leaders don’t avoid 
problems, they provide solutions. 
Small problems that are not addressed 
promptly and decisively can turn into 
major obstacles. Evaluate problems as 
they arise. Some problems are techni-
cal, others organizational, and others 
interpersonal. Have key people in place 
to handle specific issues and hold them 
accountable for resolving issues.

Ignoring problems is another morale 
killer. Leaders who hide their head in the 
sand leave themselves and their team 
exposed to the unmanaged events that 
can create a disaster.

Greene’s Leadership Principle #6: 
Maintain Focus on Your Purpose
For the Union troops, the respite is brief. 

Their attackers reorganize quickly and 

open fire from behind large rocks and 

trees. But it soon becomes clear that with 

the Federals heavily entrenched on high 

ground and shrouded in darkness and 

smoke, the Confederates cannot capture 

the hill with long-range fire. The order to 

charge comes again.

About 8:00 p.m., Confederates 
from Virginia and Maryland assaulted 
Greene’s extreme right. Holding the 
position are the 456 men of the 137th 
New York. Even though they gain part 
of the vacant Union works, the attacking 
Virginians and Marylanders are unable 
to push through the thin, defiant line.

Meanwhile, the fighting rages on all 
along the line. On Greene’s left, six regi-
ments of Virginians tangled with the 60th 

and 102nd New York. In the center, five 
Louisiana regiments storm the works in 
front of the 78th and 149th New Yorkers. 
Greene’s troops hold fast. The Confeder-
ates make four separate charges between 
7:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m., with each 
attack meeting the same disastrous end.

Greene never has more than 1,350 
troops in line to face 4,000 to 5,000 
Confederates. He is able to maintain his 

bristling defense of the hill by using his 
limited resources wisely, rotating troops 
to and from the battle line to restock 
their cartridge boxes and clean their 
weapons. The Union troops cheer on 
their comrades as they race back and 
forth, pushing each other to greater and 
greater heights of determination.

Once you have established goals and 
surrounded yourself with good people, 
work to keep your goals and priorities in 
focus. It’s easy for you and your employ-
ees to forget the big picture as you deal 
with daily concerns. It is your job as the 
leader to keep the primary focus in front 
of yourself and your employees.

Every job, every person, and every 
strategy should be committed to reaching 
your primary goal. If this is to happen, 
you will have to remind others often of 
your team’s focus and purpose. A lack 
of focus would have had fatal results for 
General Greene. Not only would he and 

most of his brigade likely have been killed 
in the mounting attack, they would have 
also lost their critical asset of the high 
ground of Culp’s Hill and allowed the 
advantage to swing to the enemy.

In crisis or daily routines, a lack of 
focus allows errors, bad decisions, and 
poor actions to creep in, which can destroy 
progress toward the team’s goals. Effective 
leaders stay focused on the mission!

 
Greene’s Leadership 
Principle #7: 
A Big Part of 
Leadership Is 
Being There
Throughout the raging 

battle, General Greene 

rides up and down the 

line, showing no regard 

for his personal welfare. 

He remains conspicu-

ous, constantly moving 

through his lines while 

under fire to encourage 

his besieged troops. He is 

often seen stopping along-

side his men, firing his 

pistol at the charging enemy, and offering 

support and motivation to his men.

About 10:00 p.m., the Confederate 
attacks cease. At the same time units of 
the XII Corps began to return to the hill. 
General Green’s line has bent but has 
not broken. The right flank had been 
tested, and it has been saved by a small, 
gutsy force and a gallant leader, General 
George S. Greene.

Early on July 3, the Confederates 
try three more times to take Culp’s Hill, 
but the attacks prove fruitless. Ewell 
withdraws late in the morning. Greene 
estimates Confederate losses at 2,400, 
while his brigade has lost only 307 killed 
or wounded.

To have the leader with you, espe-
cially in a crisis, makes a team stronger 
than it would be on its own. There is 
power in good leadership, but you have 
to be there to use it. General Greene’s 
presence bolstered frightened and tired 

troops and because of his leadership 
they stayed with him. The fight that his 
men put up on the night of July 2, 1863, 
ranks as one of the best of any brigade 
during the entire Civil War.

Good leaders are visible. They share 
the hardships and the good times with 
their team. Our integrity as a leader is 
tested in crisis by standing in front of 
the team and setting the example of 
behavior and action. The battle cry of 
“follow me” tells us we must be in front 
where everyone can see us.

Greene’s Leadership Principle #8: 
Keep Things Simple 
General Greene’s most important contri-

bution at Gettysburg was his early-morn-

ing decision to construct breastworks, 

while officers on both sides still opposed 

their use. Not Greene. He believed human 

lives were too important to be sacrificed 

to bravado or unplanned battle tactic.

He had a practical, simple, yet 
elegant solution to a pending problem. 

The construction of the breastworks 
allowed his significantly small force 
to hold off a whole Confederate divi-
sion for most of the night until he was 
reinforced. It also resulted in reduced 
casualties in his brigade.

If Culp’s Hill had been lost, the day’s 
battle would have been for nothing, and 
the Union would have likely lost the battle 
that unfolded the next day. But General 
Greene and his New Yorkers held the hill.

The burdens of leadership can some-
times have a negative, snowball effect. 
Decisive, clear leadership keeps this from 
happening. Simplify issues whenever 
possible. Keep small things small. Break 
actions into understandable and doable 
pieces. Don’t allow little issues to be 
blown out of proportion. Keep the mis-
sion simple.

Delegating minor responsibilities 
and keeping competent personnel in 
place who can handle minor problems 
allows you to focus on the larger goals 
and initiatives. Provide clear, concise 

instructions. Leadership is complicated 
enough so you need to keep your job as 
simple as possible.

These principles are just as valuable 
for us today as they were 150 years ago. 
Successful leaders are prepared, honest, 
forward-looking, competent, focused, 
inspiring, and “in the present,” as well 
as life-long learners. The principles 
gleaned from General Greene and his 
leadership example at Gettysburg can 
serve us well in tackling the issues we 
confront in local government today as 
well as in the future. 

Author’s note: Excerpts in italics are 
paraphrased from Battle of Gettysburg: 
General George Sears Greene at Culp’s Hill, 
by Eric Ethier (9-1-2006). Public domain 
materials can be found at http://www.
historynet.com/battle-of-gettysburg-general-
george-sears-greene-at-culps-hill.htm.
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L
ocal governments can create 
effective community change. 
How? By becoming commu-
nity engagement organizations 
and bringing the community 
together—residents, associa-

tions, nonprofits, the business community, and 
government—to act collectively as coproducers 
of their community’s well-being.

Using results-based accountability (RBA), 
coupled with asset-based community develop-
ment (ABCD), local governments can drive 
the promise of measurable change through 
community engagement.

How Can RBA Help? 
The RBA structure, as developed by Mark 
Friedman, author and director of the 
Fiscal Policy Studies Institute, allows local 
governments to strategically focus their work 
on substantial community issues and, at the 
same time, build a culture of measurement and 

shared accountability. RBA identifies quality-
of-life conditions (population results) and the 
corresponding measures or indicators required 
to track their achievement, as well as the 
operational measures to track and improve the 
performance of programs and agencies.

RBA introduces the concept of “turning the 
curve” to drive long-term action by focus-
ing on improving a quality-of-life indicator 
over time and not setting arbitrary numerical 
goals. “Turning the curve” recognizes that to 
create measurable change requires a variety 
of strategies beyond the delivery of services. 
Strategies must include resident action, media 
engagement, and public policy work to create 
sustainable long-term change.

The RBA framework allows local govern-
ments to develop effective community-based 
strategies and enhance their service-delivery 
activities through the adoption of performance 
measures that more effectively track and 
improve the activities of local programs, agen-
cies, and service systems. The performance 
measures answer these three questions:

•	 How much did we do?
•	 How well did we do it?
•	 Is anyone better off?

The RBA framework also helps government 
by engaging residents as partners and advo-
cates rather than adversaries. Together, they set 
communitywide strategies and share account-
ability. This shared population accountability 
becomes the catalyst for sustainable long-term 
change because together government and 
residents systematically ask and answer the 
following questions.

Takeaways

 › How to enhance community engagement 
strategies to achieve greater results.

 › How to look at a community through the 
lens of gifts and assets, not just needs and 
problems.

 › Strategies for engaging residents as copro-
ducers and partners in achieving common 
community goals.

 › Concepts and power of asset-based com-
munity development and results-based 
accountability.
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over time and not setting arbitrary numerical 
goals. “Turning the curve” recognizes that to 
create measurable change requires a variety 
of strategies beyond the delivery of services. 
Strategies must include resident action, media 
engagement, and public policy work to create 
sustainable long-term change.

The RBA framework allows local govern-
ments to develop effective community-based 
strategies and enhance their service-delivery 
activities through the adoption of performance 
measures that more effectively track and 
improve the activities of local programs, agen-
cies, and service systems. The performance 
measures answer these three questions:

•	 How much did we do?
•	 How well did we do it?
•	 Is anyone better off?

The RBA framework also helps government 
by engaging residents as partners and advo-
cates rather than adversaries. Together, they set 
communitywide strategies and share account-
ability. This shared population accountability 
becomes the catalyst for sustainable long-term 
change because together government and 
residents systematically ask and answer the 
following questions.

Takeaways

 › How to enhance community engagement 
strategies to achieve greater results.

 › How to look at a community through the 
lens of gifts and assets, not just needs and 
problems.

 › Strategies for engaging residents as copro-
ducers and partners in achieving common 
community goals.

 › Concepts and power of asset-based com-
munity development and results-based 
accountability.
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T H E 
C L A S S I C 
D U O

Accountability and 
Community Development 

Can Help Unlock an 
Abundance of Resources

By H. Daniels Duncan



•	 What are the quality-of-life conditions 
(population results) we want for the 
children, adults, and families who live 
in our community?

•	 What would these conditions look like 
if we could see them?

•	 How can we measure these condi-
tions?

•	 How are we doing on the most impor-
tant of these measures?

•	 Who are the partners that have a role 
to play in doing better?

•	 What works to do better, including 
no-cost and low-cost ideas?

•	 What do we propose to do?

RBA provides a framework for local 
governments to identify the critical 
quality-of-life issues they want to address 
for residents as well as the indicators to 
track their progress. ABCD can provide 
the framework necessary to work 
collectively with the community—other 
governmental entities, nonprofit agen-
cies, businesses, neighborhoods, and 
residents—to develop and implement the 
wide range of strategies necessary to turn 
the curve and create measurable impact.  

Power of ABCD
Asset-based community development 
(ABCD) can help enhance community 
engagement strategies and provide an 
effective framework to answer the RBA 
questions 5, 6, and 7 through imple-
mentation of the wide range of strate-
gies necessary to improve the results 
identified for action. Through the power 
of ABCD, many of the most effective 
strategies can be implemented with little 
or no additional financial resources.

ABCD is a place-based framework 
pioneered by John McKnight and Jody 
Kretzmann of the ABCD Institute at 
Northwestern University. Its foundation 
rests on a few simple truths: 1) everyone 
has gifts, 2) everyone has something to 
contribute, and 3) everyone cares about 
something and that passion is his or her 
motivation to act.

Strong, safe, and healthy neighbor-
hoods and communities are built on the 
strengths and capacities of their residents 

and associations that call the community 
home. We cannot build strong caring 
neighborhoods without unlocking the 
potential of residents.

The traditional approach to commu-
nity development is focused on providing 
services to address the community´s and 
its residents´ needs and deficits. The 
ABCD approach starts with discovering 
the assets and gifts already present in the 
community. This is followed by asking 
residents to share their gifts and connect-
ing people with the same passions to act 
collectively and provide care.

The most successful community 
efforts include resident engagement 
and action (no-cost/low-cost solu-
tions) working together with existing 
institutions and programs.  We cannot 
achieve the results required without the 
strong engagement of the resources and 
efforts of residents as well as the work 
of institutions. To be truly effective, 
residents must join the effort as copro-
ducers/cocreators of their own and their 
community’s well-being.

Role for Residents
True resident engagement requires govern-
ment and institutions to lead by stepping 
back and creating space for residents to 
be involved as producers. Initially, it is 
imperative to determine three roles: 1) 
what are the things that only residents can 
do; 2) what are the things that residents 
and institutions or government can ac-
complish together, as coproducers; and 3) 
what are the things that only institutions 
or government can do.

Traditionally, individuals have been 
relegated to one role, that of a recipient 
of service--a client, customer, or patient. 
As clients, individuals are objects of ser-
vice, dependent on the professionals and 
institutions for their overall well-being.

To unlock the power of community, 
we need to rethink how to view indi-
vidual residents. We must acknowledge 
residents’ skills and identify their 
existing resources. We must expand their 
roles beyond that of a client to include 
serving as advisers and helping institu-
tions provide more useful services.

But their greatest value is that of 
coproducers of their own and their 
community’s well-being. Rather than 
just asking people what do you need, we 
need to ask “What can you contribute? 
How can you use your existing skills and 
resources to achieve what you need?”

Residents in the most successful 
and effective systems participate in all 
three roles. If a person breaks his leg, 
for example, he is rightfully identified 
as a client and patient. If an individual 
has particular knowledge about her 
neighborhood and its residents, she may 
advise an agency on how to most ef-
fectively serve the neighborhood and to 
define what services the neighborhood 
actually wants/needs.

As coproducers, residents become 
part of the solution. If we want to make 
sure that every household with young 
children has age-appropriate books to 
help them learn to read, neighborhood 
parents who have a passion for reading 
can organize a book drive. This activity 
does not require institutional or govern-
ment resources.

There is a difference between care and 
service, and both concepts are needed to 
turn the curve. Care is what residents of-
fer through their engagement. They share 
their assets, skills, and talents working 
collectively for the common good. 

Service is what institutions and 
professionals provide as a means of 
addressing the problems of an individual 
or community. Both care and service are 
required to build a healthier, safer, and 
more prosperous community for all.  

Tucson Neighbors Look Out for 
Seniors 
In Tucson, Arizona, the Neighbor’s 
Care Alliance is an extremely successful 
example of using care to help turn the 
curve. Using RBA, the quality-of-life 
indicator identified to be tracked over 
time was the increase or decrease in the 
number of public skilled nursing home 
admissions as a percent of the total 
senior population in Tucson.

The goal of the Neighbor’s Care Alli-
ance is to help seniors living alone remain 
in their own homes longer, thereby avoid-
ing higher service costs and potential 
institutionalization. It is based on the 
concept of neighbors caring for seniors 
living alone in their neighborhood.

PRO Neighborhoods, a partnership 
between Tucson, Pima County, Commu-
nity Foundation, and United Way helped 
launch and support this effort to train 
neighborhood residents to:

•	 Identify seniors living alone in their 
neighborhood.

•	 Identify neighboring residents who 
have a passion for caring for seniors.

•	 Ask these people to care for neighbor-
hood seniors who live alone.

Through this process, residents in 
the neighborhood provide care to seniors 
living alone by checking on them daily, 
bringing an occasional meal, shopping 
for them or taking them shopping, taking 
them to their doctor’s appointments, or 
doing minor repairs for them.

This simple act of caring does not 
require professional services; it is a 

low-cost and potentially no-cost solution 
that enables seniors to live in their own 
homes longer and to thrive.

Neighbors caring for one another 
also stretches institutional resources by 
enabling agencies to focus their limited 
resources on the critical services that 
only institutions can provide (i.e., medi-
cally required services).

Without the care provided by 
neighbors, the potential exists that 
seniors would not receive the care they 
need because of high-service costs, and, 
conversely, local institutions may not be 
able to provide needed services due to 
inadequate funding and lack of service 
fees. In either event, seniors’ quality of 
life would be negatively impacted.  

Role of Local Governments
Governments can achieve their long-term 
goals by: 1) encouraging the work of 
neighborhood grass-roots leaders; 2) sup-
porting neighborhood organizing to unlock 
the gifts of residents; and 3) collaborat-
ing with local institutions to recognize 
and more effectively use the power and 
resources of resident engagement.

To unlock the gifts in a neighbor-
hood and encourage residents to share 
their gifts, local governments should 
support the work of grass-roots leaders 
and organizers to mobilize the residents 
of a neighborhood or community to 
share their individual gifts through the 
three acts of ABCD: discovering, asking, 
and connecting.

The role of neighborhood leaders and 
organizers is to:

1.  Discover the skills (gifts) of the 
individuals who call a neighborhood 
or community home. 

2.  Ask them to share their individual 
gifts.

3.  Encourage them to connect with 
other individuals who have the same 
passions to work collectively for the 
common good.

To be effective in this effort, govern-
ments and institutions must abide by 
the beliefs that support effective resident 

engagement and institutional action, 
which will ensure the successful achieve-
ment of the governments’ real long-term 
results in their communities:

•	 Everyone has gifts.
•	 Relationships build stronger 

communities.
•	 A citizen-centered organization is 

the key to community engagement.
•	 Every resident cares about something 

and this passion is his or her 
motivation to act.

•	 Listening discovers passions and gifts.

To be effective in today’s world, 
institutional and government leaders 
must recognize they need the resources 
of the community and its residents to 
achieve quality results.

Worthwhile Journey 
The combined use of RBA and ABCD 
has the potential to assist large and small 
communities achieve measurable results. 
RBA provides a simple understandable 
framework to identify quality-of-life 
conditions and their related indicators to 
drive collective action and the perfor-
mance measures to track and improve 
individual programs and strategies. 
ABCD unlocks the resources of indi-
vidual residents in communities while 
providing direction for more effective 
institutional action.

If your community has begun the 
journey to align resources around 
specific outcomes, you may want to 
explore--as a growing number of 
communities have--the power of 
increased community engagement 
through the combined application of 
RBA and ABCD. These complementary 
processes have the potential to unlock an 
abundance of resources to truly make a 
difference and change community 
conditions for the better. 
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RBA AnD 
ABCD are 

complementary 
processes. RBA 

starts with the ends 
we want for our 

children, families, 
and communities 

and works 
backwards to the 

means that will get 
us there. ABCD 

provides a robust 
way of looking at the 

means to get 
us there. 
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(population results) we want for the 
children, adults, and families who live 
in our community?

•	 What would these conditions look like 
if we could see them?

•	 How can we measure these condi-
tions?

•	 How are we doing on the most impor-
tant of these measures?

•	 Who are the partners that have a role 
to play in doing better?

•	 What works to do better, including 
no-cost and low-cost ideas?

•	 What do we propose to do?

RBA provides a framework for local 
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quality-of-life issues they want to address 
for residents as well as the indicators to 
track their progress. ABCD can provide 
the framework necessary to work 
collectively with the community—other 
governmental entities, nonprofit agen-
cies, businesses, neighborhoods, and 
residents—to develop and implement the 
wide range of strategies necessary to turn 
the curve and create measurable impact.  

Power of ABCD
Asset-based community development 
(ABCD) can help enhance community 
engagement strategies and provide an 
effective framework to answer the RBA 
questions 5, 6, and 7 through imple-
mentation of the wide range of strate-
gies necessary to improve the results 
identified for action. Through the power 
of ABCD, many of the most effective 
strategies can be implemented with little 
or no additional financial resources.
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Kretzmann of the ABCD Institute at 
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rests on a few simple truths: 1) everyone 
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motivation to act.
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hoods and communities are built on the 
strengths and capacities of their residents 
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neighborhoods without unlocking the 
potential of residents.
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nity development is focused on providing 
services to address the community´s and 
its residents´ needs and deficits. The 
ABCD approach starts with discovering 
the assets and gifts already present in the 
community. This is followed by asking 
residents to share their gifts and connect-
ing people with the same passions to act 
collectively and provide care.

The most successful community 
efforts include resident engagement 
and action (no-cost/low-cost solu-
tions) working together with existing 
institutions and programs.  We cannot 
achieve the results required without the 
strong engagement of the resources and 
efforts of residents as well as the work 
of institutions. To be truly effective, 
residents must join the effort as copro-
ducers/cocreators of their own and their 
community’s well-being.

Role for Residents
True resident engagement requires govern-
ment and institutions to lead by stepping 
back and creating space for residents to 
be involved as producers. Initially, it is 
imperative to determine three roles: 1) 
what are the things that only residents can 
do; 2) what are the things that residents 
and institutions or government can ac-
complish together, as coproducers; and 3) 
what are the things that only institutions 
or government can do.

Traditionally, individuals have been 
relegated to one role, that of a recipient 
of service--a client, customer, or patient. 
As clients, individuals are objects of ser-
vice, dependent on the professionals and 
institutions for their overall well-being.

To unlock the power of community, 
we need to rethink how to view indi-
vidual residents. We must acknowledge 
residents’ skills and identify their 
existing resources. We must expand their 
roles beyond that of a client to include 
serving as advisers and helping institu-
tions provide more useful services.

But their greatest value is that of 
coproducers of their own and their 
community’s well-being. Rather than 
just asking people what do you need, we 
need to ask “What can you contribute? 
How can you use your existing skills and 
resources to achieve what you need?”

Residents in the most successful 
and effective systems participate in all 
three roles. If a person breaks his leg, 
for example, he is rightfully identified 
as a client and patient. If an individual 
has particular knowledge about her 
neighborhood and its residents, she may 
advise an agency on how to most ef-
fectively serve the neighborhood and to 
define what services the neighborhood 
actually wants/needs.

As coproducers, residents become 
part of the solution. If we want to make 
sure that every household with young 
children has age-appropriate books to 
help them learn to read, neighborhood 
parents who have a passion for reading 
can organize a book drive. This activity 
does not require institutional or govern-
ment resources.

There is a difference between care and 
service, and both concepts are needed to 
turn the curve. Care is what residents of-
fer through their engagement. They share 
their assets, skills, and talents working 
collectively for the common good. 

Service is what institutions and 
professionals provide as a means of 
addressing the problems of an individual 
or community. Both care and service are 
required to build a healthier, safer, and 
more prosperous community for all.  

Tucson Neighbors Look Out for 
Seniors 
In Tucson, Arizona, the Neighbor’s 
Care Alliance is an extremely successful 
example of using care to help turn the 
curve. Using RBA, the quality-of-life 
indicator identified to be tracked over 
time was the increase or decrease in the 
number of public skilled nursing home 
admissions as a percent of the total 
senior population in Tucson.

The goal of the Neighbor’s Care Alli-
ance is to help seniors living alone remain 
in their own homes longer, thereby avoid-
ing higher service costs and potential 
institutionalization. It is based on the 
concept of neighbors caring for seniors 
living alone in their neighborhood.

PRO Neighborhoods, a partnership 
between Tucson, Pima County, Commu-
nity Foundation, and United Way helped 
launch and support this effort to train 
neighborhood residents to:

•	 Identify seniors living alone in their 
neighborhood.

•	 Identify neighboring residents who 
have a passion for caring for seniors.

•	 Ask these people to care for neighbor-
hood seniors who live alone.

Through this process, residents in 
the neighborhood provide care to seniors 
living alone by checking on them daily, 
bringing an occasional meal, shopping 
for them or taking them shopping, taking 
them to their doctor’s appointments, or 
doing minor repairs for them.

This simple act of caring does not 
require professional services; it is a 

low-cost and potentially no-cost solution 
that enables seniors to live in their own 
homes longer and to thrive.

Neighbors caring for one another 
also stretches institutional resources by 
enabling agencies to focus their limited 
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cally required services).

Without the care provided by 
neighbors, the potential exists that 
seniors would not receive the care they 
need because of high-service costs, and, 
conversely, local institutions may not be 
able to provide needed services due to 
inadequate funding and lack of service 
fees. In either event, seniors’ quality of 
life would be negatively impacted.  

Role of Local Governments
Governments can achieve their long-term 
goals by: 1) encouraging the work of 
neighborhood grass-roots leaders; 2) sup-
porting neighborhood organizing to unlock 
the gifts of residents; and 3) collaborat-
ing with local institutions to recognize 
and more effectively use the power and 
resources of resident engagement.

To unlock the gifts in a neighbor-
hood and encourage residents to share 
their gifts, local governments should 
support the work of grass-roots leaders 
and organizers to mobilize the residents 
of a neighborhood or community to 
share their individual gifts through the 
three acts of ABCD: discovering, asking, 
and connecting.

The role of neighborhood leaders and 
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1.  Discover the skills (gifts) of the 
individuals who call a neighborhood 
or community home. 

2.  Ask them to share their individual 
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3.  Encourage them to connect with 
other individuals who have the same 
passions to work collectively for the 
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To be effective in this effort, govern-
ments and institutions must abide by 
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engagement and institutional action, 
which will ensure the successful achieve-
ment of the governments’ real long-term 
results in their communities:

•	 Everyone has gifts.
•	 Relationships build stronger 

communities.
•	 A citizen-centered organization is 

the key to community engagement.
•	 Every resident cares about something 

and this passion is his or her 
motivation to act.

•	 Listening discovers passions and gifts.

To be effective in today’s world, 
institutional and government leaders 
must recognize they need the resources 
of the community and its residents to 
achieve quality results.

Worthwhile Journey 
The combined use of RBA and ABCD 
has the potential to assist large and small 
communities achieve measurable results. 
RBA provides a simple understandable 
framework to identify quality-of-life 
conditions and their related indicators to 
drive collective action and the perfor-
mance measures to track and improve 
individual programs and strategies. 
ABCD unlocks the resources of indi-
vidual residents in communities while 
providing direction for more effective 
institutional action.

If your community has begun the 
journey to align resources around 
specific outcomes, you may want to 
explore--as a growing number of 
communities have--the power of 
increased community engagement 
through the combined application of 
RBA and ABCD. These complementary 
processes have the potential to unlock an 
abundance of resources to truly make a 
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your replies  |  previous articles

Doesn’t 
Pertain 
to My 
area
A fter reading the August 

2012 PM article, “Break the 
Boom and Bust Cycle: How 

to Counter Declining Property 
Taxes,” I want to offer my opinion 
that the theory in this article isn’t 
exactly relevant to southwest 
Missouri. Here, local governments 
collect little property tax—most 
goes to school districts—and the 
county government where we are 
located, Christian County, doesn’t 
collect property tax at all.

So maybe the author’s re-
search is relevant in some states, 
but I’m not so sure I agree that 
it pertains to my community, as 
property tax revenue is not a sig-
nificant portion of our revenue. 
Plus, I don’t believe necessarily 
that if people have a reduction 
in real-estate property taxes 
that they will definitely put that 
savings into fixing up their home 
and/or commercial buildings.

reaDing newsPaPers 
is okay, But. . .
T he May 2012 PM cover story 

“Too Little Time to Wear All Those 
Hats” offered helpful hints for local 

government managers, especially those 
who are employed by smaller communities. 
The authors suggested strategies for coping 
with the varied and numerous roles associ-
ated with local government management.

These strategies included paying atten-
tion to priorities and helping the governing 
board to set them, collaborating with 
nearby communities, and taking advantage 
of consultants and outside sources as well 
as interns and volunteers.

Another suggestion was using multitask-
ing skills to fulfill professional development 
needs. It is this last part of their discussion 
that we would like to clarify.

The authors state on page 8: “Using the 
ICMA Credentialed Manager program is a 
great way to plan your professional develop-
ment. Set aside two to three hours every 
two weeks, perhaps during lunch, to read 
newsletters, blogs, websites, or books.”

This paragraph offers good advice as 
a way to plan professional development 
activities on a regular basis while accom-
plishing another task (having lunch), but it 
suggests some activities that are generally 
not considered professional development 
under the Voluntary Credentialed Manager 
Program policy as interpreted by the 
Credentialing Advisory Board (CAB).

The quibble here is with newsletters, 
blogs, and websites (not books) as appro-
priate vehicles for professional develop-
ment. What is important is distinguishing 
between work-as-usual and professional 
development. Answering the question of 
“what is professional development,” the 
CAB has stated:

“Many members regard experience 
as their best teacher. While this notion 
may be true, there would be no need for a 
40-hour requirement if doing one’s work 
were sufficient. Professional development 
searches outside daily work to obtain en-
lightenment from ideas offered by authors, 

colleagues, commentators, educators, 
futurists, and specialists.

“Its thrust is learning new information 
and new ways of performing work. In other 
words, daily work is the ‘practice’ of our 
profession; professional development is the 
set of learning activities we pursue deliber-
ately to enhance our work competencies, or 
the study of how to improve our ‘practice.’”

Newsletters, blogs, and websites can be 
extremely useful sources of information, 
but they do not constitute professional 
development. They are a part of our daily 
work communication.

It is sometimes hard to draw the line 
between professional development and daily 
work because both relate to a manager’s 
professionalism. In general, professional 
development reading needs to provide more 
than facts. It needs to offer new insights and 
ideas to the manager.

Accordingly, books, journal articles, 
and scholarly materials are in a different 
category than newsletters, blogs, and 
websites. The former help the manager to 
develop depth; the latter activities help the 
manager to keep abreast of changes in the 
“who’s” and “what’s” of local government 
management and are work related.

We encourage managers to follow the 
author’s prescriptions to make it possible 
to fulfill the many roles assigned to a 
local government manager, including 
professional development. We, however, 
urge managers to be sure that the activity 
is truly professional development leading 
to an improvement in skills rather than 
daily information gathering as a part of 
routine work.

Authors’ response

“AICP members support  
the principles and standards  
of good planning. They work  
to make sound decisions  
for their communities.”

  Ralph Becker, faicp
  Mayor, Salt Lake City

American Institute of Certified Planners

AICP=PRINCIPLED
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Charldean newell is 
regents professor emerita of 
public administration, 
University of North Texas, 
Denton, Texas (newellc@

verizon.net), an ICMA Honorary Member, and a 
Credentialing Advisory Board member. G. Curtis 
BransCome, a Life Member, a retired city, county, 
and association executive, and former ICMA 
president, Fernandina Beach, Florida (gcbranscome@
gmail.com) is chair, Credentialing Advisory Board.

steve Childers 
City Administrator 
Ozark, Missouri 
schilders@ozarkmissouri.org

There is a great deal of variability 
across the country regarding the 
degree to which individual juris-

dictions rely on property tax revenues. 
As you point out, some local govern-
ments receive no property tax revenues 
whatsoever. All states and their 
component jurisdictions, however, are 
free to determine what taxes are levied 
and in what proportion those taxes will 
contribute to revenues.

But a community that does not levy 
a property tax today could decide to 
do so in the future, either instead of 
or in addition to other existing taxes. 
The point of the August 2012 PM article 
is that some taxes make productive 
activities more costly and other taxes 
do not. To the extent that we replace 

taxes that impede production with taxes 
that do not, there is an opportunity to 
help improve the economy.

Concerning your point on fixing 
up buildings, you are quite correct. 
There is no guarantee, nor even an 
expectation that every reduction in 
building taxes will result in more 
building construction, improvement, 
or maintenance. But some will.

And most important, lower building 
costs and land prices can help lead to 
lower residential and business rents, and 
that should allow both residents and 
businesses to spend more money on 
other things, some of which will result 
in more state and local employment.

With regard to Missouri, some of 
its larger cities like Saint Louis are 

having economic troubles. Enacting 
permissive legislation at the state 
level for a “universal abatement” as 
proposed in the article and having 
Missouri’s larger cities implement it 
could help improve their economies 
and provide uplift for the entire state. 
Permissive legislation at the state 
level might be to your community’s 
advantage, even if local officials do 
not elect to implement it.

Bottom line, the article could be 
relevant to your jurisdiction if people 
want to replace taxes and fees that 
impede economic growth with taxes 
and fees that do not. 

Rick Rybeck and Walter Rybeck

WASHINgToN, D.C.

Continued on page 25

Continued from page 24
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goes to school districts—and the 
county government where we are 
located, Christian County, doesn’t 
collect property tax at all.

So maybe the author’s re-
search is relevant in some states, 
but I’m not so sure I agree that 
it pertains to my community, as 
property tax revenue is not a sig-
nificant portion of our revenue. 
Plus, I don’t believe necessarily 
that if people have a reduction 
in real-estate property taxes 
that they will definitely put that 
savings into fixing up their home 
and/or commercial buildings.

reaDing newsPaPers 
is okay, But. . .
T he May 2012 PM cover story 

“Too Little Time to Wear All Those 
Hats” offered helpful hints for local 

government managers, especially those 
who are employed by smaller communities. 
The authors suggested strategies for coping 
with the varied and numerous roles associ-
ated with local government management.

These strategies included paying atten-
tion to priorities and helping the governing 
board to set them, collaborating with 
nearby communities, and taking advantage 
of consultants and outside sources as well 
as interns and volunteers.

Another suggestion was using multitask-
ing skills to fulfill professional development 
needs. It is this last part of their discussion 
that we would like to clarify.

The authors state on page 8: “Using the 
ICMA Credentialed Manager program is a 
great way to plan your professional develop-
ment. Set aside two to three hours every 
two weeks, perhaps during lunch, to read 
newsletters, blogs, websites, or books.”

This paragraph offers good advice as 
a way to plan professional development 
activities on a regular basis while accom-
plishing another task (having lunch), but it 
suggests some activities that are generally 
not considered professional development 
under the Voluntary Credentialed Manager 
Program policy as interpreted by the 
Credentialing Advisory Board (CAB).

The quibble here is with newsletters, 
blogs, and websites (not books) as appro-
priate vehicles for professional develop-
ment. What is important is distinguishing 
between work-as-usual and professional 
development. Answering the question of 
“what is professional development,” the 
CAB has stated:

“Many members regard experience 
as their best teacher. While this notion 
may be true, there would be no need for a 
40-hour requirement if doing one’s work 
were sufficient. Professional development 
searches outside daily work to obtain en-
lightenment from ideas offered by authors, 

colleagues, commentators, educators, 
futurists, and specialists.

“Its thrust is learning new information 
and new ways of performing work. In other 
words, daily work is the ‘practice’ of our 
profession; professional development is the 
set of learning activities we pursue deliber-
ately to enhance our work competencies, or 
the study of how to improve our ‘practice.’”

Newsletters, blogs, and websites can be 
extremely useful sources of information, 
but they do not constitute professional 
development. They are a part of our daily 
work communication.

It is sometimes hard to draw the line 
between professional development and daily 
work because both relate to a manager’s 
professionalism. In general, professional 
development reading needs to provide more 
than facts. It needs to offer new insights and 
ideas to the manager.

Accordingly, books, journal articles, 
and scholarly materials are in a different 
category than newsletters, blogs, and 
websites. The former help the manager to 
develop depth; the latter activities help the 
manager to keep abreast of changes in the 
“who’s” and “what’s” of local government 
management and are work related.

We encourage managers to follow the 
author’s prescriptions to make it possible 
to fulfill the many roles assigned to a 
local government manager, including 
professional development. We, however, 
urge managers to be sure that the activity 
is truly professional development leading 
to an improvement in skills rather than 
daily information gathering as a part of 
routine work.

Authors’ response

“AICP members support  
the principles and standards  
of good planning. They work  
to make sound decisions  
for their communities.”
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regents professor emerita of 
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University of North Texas, 
Denton, Texas (newellc@
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Credentialing Advisory Board member. G. Curtis 
BransCome, a Life Member, a retired city, county, 
and association executive, and former ICMA 
president, Fernandina Beach, Florida (gcbranscome@
gmail.com) is chair, Credentialing Advisory Board.

steve Childers 
City Administrator 
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There is a great deal of variability 
across the country regarding the 
degree to which individual juris-

dictions rely on property tax revenues. 
As you point out, some local govern-
ments receive no property tax revenues 
whatsoever. All states and their 
component jurisdictions, however, are 
free to determine what taxes are levied 
and in what proportion those taxes will 
contribute to revenues.

But a community that does not levy 
a property tax today could decide to 
do so in the future, either instead of 
or in addition to other existing taxes. 
The point of the August 2012 PM article 
is that some taxes make productive 
activities more costly and other taxes 
do not. To the extent that we replace 

taxes that impede production with taxes 
that do not, there is an opportunity to 
help improve the economy.

Concerning your point on fixing 
up buildings, you are quite correct. 
There is no guarantee, nor even an 
expectation that every reduction in 
building taxes will result in more 
building construction, improvement, 
or maintenance. But some will.

And most important, lower building 
costs and land prices can help lead to 
lower residential and business rents, and 
that should allow both residents and 
businesses to spend more money on 
other things, some of which will result 
in more state and local employment.

With regard to Missouri, some of 
its larger cities like Saint Louis are 

having economic troubles. Enacting 
permissive legislation at the state 
level for a “universal abatement” as 
proposed in the article and having 
Missouri’s larger cities implement it 
could help improve their economies 
and provide uplift for the entire state. 
Permissive legislation at the state 
level might be to your community’s 
advantage, even if local officials do 
not elect to implement it.

Bottom line, the article could be 
relevant to your jurisdiction if people 
want to replace taxes and fees that 
impede economic growth with taxes 
and fees that do not. 

Rick Rybeck and Walter Rybeck

WASHINgToN, D.C.
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By DARNELL EARLEy, ICMA-CM

Be a Champion for Change
Inspired reform is a must for high performance in difficult times

Saginaw, like virtually every other 
city in Michigan, in America and 
around the world, continues to 

struggle with the issues of declining 
revenues and increasing expenditures. 
For decades, Saginaw has been faced 
with financial challenges brought about 
by a number of variables.

Also, like many other local govern-
ments both urban and rural, these indi-
vidual factors in totality amount to an 
urgent need for reform, if future services 
are to be provided to residents at even a 
minimal level. The past decade has been 
focused on meeting those challenges 
through professional management and 
ongoing training in crisis management, 
innovation, and sustainability.

Given the urgency of these chal-
lenges, reform processes in many cases 
have been broadened and expedited as 
leaders diligently seek ways to manage 
decline, while at the same time follow a 
blueprint for organized retrenchment, in 
order to meet the forecasts of five-year or 
other financial plans.

Fierce Attitude, Fierce Action 
Across the board, these efforts have 
involved major changes in the way we 
are providing services, as well as discov-
ering bold, new initiatives for managing 
declining financial and human resources.

Change is never easy. It is usually 
met with varying degrees of defiance, 
mistrust, skepticism, anxiety, and fear. 
Yet, in the final analysis, when commu-
nities fail to explore change in favor of 
maintaining the status quo because it of-
fers a path of least resistance, they rarely 
ever solve the systemic problems that 
eventually prove to be their undoing.

As I saw firsthand in the case of 
Flint, Michigan from 2001 to 2004, and 
witnessed in other Michigan and U.S. 
local governments and school districts, 
this scenario then requires a more drastic 

intervention and corrective action, rather 
than a well-thought-out, planned, and 
anticipated response. It has always been 
the goal of our profession to realize 
effective, full-service delivery systems 
within the revenue structures that com-
munities can afford to operate.

Anything outside of that equation 
invites fiscal and administrative distress 
that leads the city or county to bigger 
and more complicated problems and 
ultimately an inability to sustain itself. 
Unfortunately, this is becoming more 
and more the norm, as bankruptcy has 
become as much a part of the financial 
management lexicon as the terms “fiscal 
year” and “emergency manager,” and 
as much a part of the state legislative 
vernacular as “revenue sharing.”

Never Show Signs of Cracking
Local government managers are often 
charged with the responsibility of being 
change agents. We will never have a 
better opportunity to explore and imple-
ment much needed change and reform 
of our communities than we have now.

I want to take this time to encourage 
managers who face these challenges, 
as we continue to examine how best 
to reform, reinvent, and sustain such 
costly operations as public safety, retire-
ment, and health care benefits. Elected 
officials, residents, and neighboring 
jurisdictions look to us to find ways to be 
more cost efficient and to operate more 
effectively despite opposition.

The great British statesman Sir Win-
ston Churchill who faced huge opposition 
helping guide America’s allies during 
World War II once said: “There is nothing 
wrong with change as long as it is in the 
right direction.” I am sure managers can 
point to major reforms we have imple-
mented and declare that, indeed, they 
were, “. . . in the right direction!”

By so doing we have probably saved 
our communities millions of general fund 
or other budget dollars, avoided mass 
employee layoffs, maintained general 
fund balances instead of amassing huge 
deficits, and in the process, improved the 
quality of life for our residents.

It is from these initial points of 
progress that we must continue to 
examine leading practices and other 
performance and evaluative criteria, 
which will keep our communities on a 
path toward high performance, organiza-
tional effectiveness, and long-term 
sustainability during these difficult 
sociopolitical and economic times. 

We all have heard about or taken 
classes on the differences in 
various generations and how 

they relate to workplace interactions. 
Each group—baby boomers, Generation 
X, Generation Y, and Generation Z—has 
unique characteristics that managers 
must understand in order to be able to 
work effectively with staff.

Most of the literature on this subject 
is specifically geared to help older people 
(baby boomers, that is) to be better 
able to understand their younger staff 
members. It is almost always a top-down 
view of interoffice interactions.

What happens, though, when you, a 
baby boomer, are much older than your 
boss, who is a member of Generation 
Y? How does this appear when you are 
looking up?

World views can collide!
The first clue that things will be 

different in the workplace is communica-
tion. For the baby boomer manager, staff 
meetings at the beginning of the week 
are a normal means to get a grip on what 
is happening in various departments.

The Old-Time Staff Meeting
Holding the proverbial coffee cup, the 
Baby Boomer manager starts by telling 
staff at the table about what of import 
you will be doing that week and then 
going around the table and asking for 
the rest of the necessary facts and issues 
that the directors will be dealing with. 
Most of the directors, also generally 
being older, will crack open their old and 
battered Day Runner calendar books and 
jot down with ink pens the notes, dates, 
and times.

Gen X directors though, will do 
things a little differently. They will pull 
out small laptops, Droids, or some sort 
of the latest i-things to use to input the 

same data and will often be carrying two 
cellphones, one—of course!—is for work 
and the other is a personal phone.

You look at phones as a necessity, 
and, as your boomer eyes get worse, 
you might actually yearn for the day you 
get one of those old-folks phones with 
buttons the size of quarters. The younger 
generations see cellphones as indispens-
able to life as water and air.

So later you change jobs, and 
your new boss is Gen X. The morning 
conversation with the new, younger 
boss begins with, “Hey boss, can we set 
up a meeting to go over some pending 
issues?” The reply is, “Sure, but let me 
get to my Outlook for a time and date, 
and I’ll text you.”

Yet, the staff meeting never happens, 
and you get a text asking for a list of 
those important issues.

You send a three-page assessment of 
a potentially explosive land use issue, 
assuming that this will surely elicit a re-
sponse from the front office and require 
an immediate face-to-face meeting. Then 
an e-mail notice pops up with a response 
that reads: OMG TMI 4 TC 2 get Mayor 

 CU @ 1 BTW LOL Baxter 2 b next 
PD chief. THKU C

After uttering “What the heck?” or 
maybe thinking it‘s a computer error mes-
sage because Windows might have just 
crashed, you later get a translation from 
your four-year-old grandson and find 
out the message says: Oh my goodness, 
that’s too much information for the town 
council to be able to assimilate in the 
short term. The mayor is really not happy 
about the issue. See you at 1:00 pm. Oh, 
by the way, really funny, but Baxter is 
being named as the next chief of police. 
Thank you. C****** [manager’s name].

Later you receive an e-mail that has 
the manager’s questions in a light blue 

color after each issue. You then respond 
in royal blue by providing the answers to 
her light blue questions.

Later, you get a light blue response 
following your royal blue answers that 
says “Thanks.” This e-mailing, your 
thinking is, is just exhausting!  Can’t the 
person just pick up the phone or come 
down the hall?

What’s What
The e-mail is efficient, I must admit. 
Yet, doesn’t the importance of the issue 
sometimes warrant more personal 
interaction instead of trying to analyze 
and discuss a major issue using abbre-
viations, emoticons, and texting?

Not so from many a young person’s 
perspective because “face time” is so 
not productive. But the implications of 
organizational isolation can be disruptive 
to an organization.

The younger generation’s dislike for 
personal, face-to-face meetings and un-
bridled love for all things digital may cre-
ate or exacerbate the effect of “silo-ing.” 
With the use of staff meetings decreasing, 
there is less opportunity for individual 
department directors to understand the 
larger world of their counterparts, which 
increases the silo effect and reduces the 
sense of being on the same team.

Communications are fundamental, 
especially to baby boomers. We boomers 
need the feedback and interaction to 
validate positions we are taking, and to 
be able to have each other’s back.

Yet, we will also need to understand 
that the upcoming generations do not 
need or want that kind of interaction 
as much. So, older subordinates will 
need to get used to less interaction from 
younger management or will need to 
find agreeable ways of cornering the 
managers to make them listen, face-to-
face, without having to duct tape them 
to their chairs.

By WILLIAM MORRIs

BaBy Boomers 
meet XyZ
And what happens when they do

Darnell earley, ICMA-CM 
City Manager 
Saginaw, Michigan 
Past President, ICMA 
dearley@saginaw-mi.com
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Saginaw, like virtually every other 
city in Michigan, in America and 
around the world, continues to 

struggle with the issues of declining 
revenues and increasing expenditures. 
For decades, Saginaw has been faced 
with financial challenges brought about 
by a number of variables.

Also, like many other local govern-
ments both urban and rural, these indi-
vidual factors in totality amount to an 
urgent need for reform, if future services 
are to be provided to residents at even a 
minimal level. The past decade has been 
focused on meeting those challenges 
through professional management and 
ongoing training in crisis management, 
innovation, and sustainability.

Given the urgency of these chal-
lenges, reform processes in many cases 
have been broadened and expedited as 
leaders diligently seek ways to manage 
decline, while at the same time follow a 
blueprint for organized retrenchment, in 
order to meet the forecasts of five-year or 
other financial plans.

Fierce Attitude, Fierce Action 
Across the board, these efforts have 
involved major changes in the way we 
are providing services, as well as discov-
ering bold, new initiatives for managing 
declining financial and human resources.

Change is never easy. It is usually 
met with varying degrees of defiance, 
mistrust, skepticism, anxiety, and fear. 
Yet, in the final analysis, when commu-
nities fail to explore change in favor of 
maintaining the status quo because it of-
fers a path of least resistance, they rarely 
ever solve the systemic problems that 
eventually prove to be their undoing.

As I saw firsthand in the case of 
Flint, Michigan from 2001 to 2004, and 
witnessed in other Michigan and U.S. 
local governments and school districts, 
this scenario then requires a more drastic 

intervention and corrective action, rather 
than a well-thought-out, planned, and 
anticipated response. It has always been 
the goal of our profession to realize 
effective, full-service delivery systems 
within the revenue structures that com-
munities can afford to operate.

Anything outside of that equation 
invites fiscal and administrative distress 
that leads the city or county to bigger 
and more complicated problems and 
ultimately an inability to sustain itself. 
Unfortunately, this is becoming more 
and more the norm, as bankruptcy has 
become as much a part of the financial 
management lexicon as the terms “fiscal 
year” and “emergency manager,” and 
as much a part of the state legislative 
vernacular as “revenue sharing.”

Never Show Signs of Cracking
Local government managers are often 
charged with the responsibility of being 
change agents. We will never have a 
better opportunity to explore and imple-
ment much needed change and reform 
of our communities than we have now.

I want to take this time to encourage 
managers who face these challenges, 
as we continue to examine how best 
to reform, reinvent, and sustain such 
costly operations as public safety, retire-
ment, and health care benefits. Elected 
officials, residents, and neighboring 
jurisdictions look to us to find ways to be 
more cost efficient and to operate more 
effectively despite opposition.

The great British statesman Sir Win-
ston Churchill who faced huge opposition 
helping guide America’s allies during 
World War II once said: “There is nothing 
wrong with change as long as it is in the 
right direction.” I am sure managers can 
point to major reforms we have imple-
mented and declare that, indeed, they 
were, “. . . in the right direction!”

By so doing we have probably saved 
our communities millions of general fund 
or other budget dollars, avoided mass 
employee layoffs, maintained general 
fund balances instead of amassing huge 
deficits, and in the process, improved the 
quality of life for our residents.

It is from these initial points of 
progress that we must continue to 
examine leading practices and other 
performance and evaluative criteria, 
which will keep our communities on a 
path toward high performance, organiza-
tional effectiveness, and long-term 
sustainability during these difficult 
sociopolitical and economic times. 

We all have heard about or taken 
classes on the differences in 
various generations and how 

they relate to workplace interactions. 
Each group—baby boomers, Generation 
X, Generation Y, and Generation Z—has 
unique characteristics that managers 
must understand in order to be able to 
work effectively with staff.

Most of the literature on this subject 
is specifically geared to help older people 
(baby boomers, that is) to be better 
able to understand their younger staff 
members. It is almost always a top-down 
view of interoffice interactions.

What happens, though, when you, a 
baby boomer, are much older than your 
boss, who is a member of Generation 
Y? How does this appear when you are 
looking up?

World views can collide!
The first clue that things will be 

different in the workplace is communica-
tion. For the baby boomer manager, staff 
meetings at the beginning of the week 
are a normal means to get a grip on what 
is happening in various departments.

The Old-Time Staff Meeting
Holding the proverbial coffee cup, the 
Baby Boomer manager starts by telling 
staff at the table about what of import 
you will be doing that week and then 
going around the table and asking for 
the rest of the necessary facts and issues 
that the directors will be dealing with. 
Most of the directors, also generally 
being older, will crack open their old and 
battered Day Runner calendar books and 
jot down with ink pens the notes, dates, 
and times.

Gen X directors though, will do 
things a little differently. They will pull 
out small laptops, Droids, or some sort 
of the latest i-things to use to input the 

same data and will often be carrying two 
cellphones, one—of course!—is for work 
and the other is a personal phone.

You look at phones as a necessity, 
and, as your boomer eyes get worse, 
you might actually yearn for the day you 
get one of those old-folks phones with 
buttons the size of quarters. The younger 
generations see cellphones as indispens-
able to life as water and air.

So later you change jobs, and 
your new boss is Gen X. The morning 
conversation with the new, younger 
boss begins with, “Hey boss, can we set 
up a meeting to go over some pending 
issues?” The reply is, “Sure, but let me 
get to my Outlook for a time and date, 
and I’ll text you.”

Yet, the staff meeting never happens, 
and you get a text asking for a list of 
those important issues.

You send a three-page assessment of 
a potentially explosive land use issue, 
assuming that this will surely elicit a re-
sponse from the front office and require 
an immediate face-to-face meeting. Then 
an e-mail notice pops up with a response 
that reads: OMG TMI 4 TC 2 get Mayor 

 CU @ 1 BTW LOL Baxter 2 b next 
PD chief. THKU C

After uttering “What the heck?” or 
maybe thinking it‘s a computer error mes-
sage because Windows might have just 
crashed, you later get a translation from 
your four-year-old grandson and find 
out the message says: Oh my goodness, 
that’s too much information for the town 
council to be able to assimilate in the 
short term. The mayor is really not happy 
about the issue. See you at 1:00 pm. Oh, 
by the way, really funny, but Baxter is 
being named as the next chief of police. 
Thank you. C****** [manager’s name].

Later you receive an e-mail that has 
the manager’s questions in a light blue 

color after each issue. You then respond 
in royal blue by providing the answers to 
her light blue questions.

Later, you get a light blue response 
following your royal blue answers that 
says “Thanks.” This e-mailing, your 
thinking is, is just exhausting!  Can’t the 
person just pick up the phone or come 
down the hall?

What’s What
The e-mail is efficient, I must admit. 
Yet, doesn’t the importance of the issue 
sometimes warrant more personal 
interaction instead of trying to analyze 
and discuss a major issue using abbre-
viations, emoticons, and texting?

Not so from many a young person’s 
perspective because “face time” is so 
not productive. But the implications of 
organizational isolation can be disruptive 
to an organization.

The younger generation’s dislike for 
personal, face-to-face meetings and un-
bridled love for all things digital may cre-
ate or exacerbate the effect of “silo-ing.” 
With the use of staff meetings decreasing, 
there is less opportunity for individual 
department directors to understand the 
larger world of their counterparts, which 
increases the silo effect and reduces the 
sense of being on the same team.

Communications are fundamental, 
especially to baby boomers. We boomers 
need the feedback and interaction to 
validate positions we are taking, and to 
be able to have each other’s back.

Yet, we will also need to understand 
that the upcoming generations do not 
need or want that kind of interaction 
as much. So, older subordinates will 
need to get used to less interaction from 
younger management or will need to 
find agreeable ways of cornering the 
managers to make them listen, face-to-
face, without having to duct tape them 
to their chairs.

By WILLIAM MORRIs
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solar communities  |  access

By JAsON COUGhLIN

Making Solar EnErgy 
accESSiblE to coMMunitiES
Best of all, it might not cost you a dime 

Local government managers across 
the United States are tapping 
into a new wave of innovation to 

overcome market barriers and deliver the 
benefits of solar energy to residents in 
their communities. 

The concept, called “solarize” by 
its earliest adopters, helps community 
members band together to seize volume 
discounts by purchasing solar photo-
voltaics (PV) in bulk from a group-
selected, solar-installation contractor. 
With solarize programs, a local govern-
ment can transition from a traditional 
direct-procurement role of building solar 
installations on public facilities to a 
facilitation role of bringing community 
members together to make residential 
solar energy a reality.

This shifts governments’ focus from 
investments of money to investments of 
time. It can also reframe energy ef-
ficiency and renewable energy initiatives 
from cost effective versus sustainable to 
cost effective and sustainable.

In these ways, solarize programs 
can satisfy government leadership 
imperatives to implement sustainability 
measures while also addressing eco-
nomic challenges.

A Grass-roots Revolution
The solarize model began in Portland, 
Oregon, and has achieved such success 
that cities in Arizona, Colorado, Washing-
ton, Massachusetts, Vermont, California, 
and others have established their own 
programs to buy solar energy in bulk and 
share the savings among participants. 
Variants of the solarize model now include 
multicity campaigns and employee group-
purchasing discounts offered by organiza-
tions as an employee benefit.

In all, solarize programs throughout 
the United States have resulted in 1,960 

installations since 2009. Here are suc-
cessful examples:

Solarize Portland. Starting as a 
grass-roots movement, Solarize Portland 
campaigns revolutionized the market for 
solar, driving down prices by more than 
30 percent and generating more than 50 
permanent green jobs within the solar 
industry. During the past three years, 
six Solarize Portland campaigns have 
achieved a total installed capacity of 1.7 
MW on 560 homes.

Solar Benefits Colorado. The Solar 
Benefits Colorado program represents a 
model of what leadership can achieve in 
a short amount of time through col-
laboration among local, state, and federal 
governments. By offering hassle-free solar 
at an impressive $3.90 per watt (a 15 to 
20 percent discount from current market 
rates), the program has attracted 1,100 
residential participants and counting since 
its launch in May 2012.

Solarize Washington. Managed by a 
Seattle-based nonprofit organization that 
works with community groups to organize 
solarize campaigns in multiple neighbor-
hoods, Solarize Washington has completed 
two successful campaigns and launched 
two more in 2012. After 56 installations 
and 237 kWh total installed capacity, the 
program’s success has prompted several 
local utilities to offer their support.

Solarize Massachusetts. In an effort 
to expand the state’s solar PV market be-
yond traditional early adopters, program 
organizers established a competition 
among four green communities to achieve 
widespread solar adoption. Campaigns 
in Harvard, Winchester, Hatfield, and 
Scituate resulted in 162 installations with 
829 kW total installed capacity.

Step-by-Step Solarize
Solarize campaigns follow the same basic 

steps to success, which are detailed in 
the U.S. Department of Energy’s Solarize 

Guidebook: A Community Guide to Collec-

tive Purchasing of Residential PV Systems. 

This how-to guide is designed for 
consumers, utilities, local governments, 
and community groups who want to 
replicate the success of the Solarize 
Portland model, overcome barriers 
to implementation, and permanently 
transform the market for solar energy in 
their communities.

Step 1: plAnninG (monthS 1–3). Develop 
partnerships. Enlist key allies and sup-
porters, starting with a primary project 
manager. Ideally, the project manager 
can partner with a technical expert 
who undersetands solar technologies 
(e.g., energy department or local utility 
staff) and a community organizer or 
volunteer coordinator. Together, these 
players collaborate to plan the project 
and identify tasks, responsible parties, 
and community partners.

Step 2: eStABliSh inFoRmAtion SYStemS 

AnD RecRuit volunteeRS (monthS 1–2). 

Provide a database structure that will 
enable the solar-installation contractor 
to track customer follow-up, schedule 
installations, and capture project results.
Also during this time, host a meeting to 
recruit core volunteers who are organized 
into two committees: the outreach com-
mittee, which manages communication 
and outreach to potential participants, 
and the request for proposal (RFP) com-
mittee, which chooses the contractor.

Step 3: Select the contRActoR (monthS 

2–3). Write the RFP and issue it to a wide 
group of solar contractors. Evaluate and 
score each proposal, then interview the 
top two or three candidates. Select the 

Project Manager Volunteers contractor utility/MuniciPality

Planning Manage program; provide 
resources 

Provide ideas Provide tech support;  
provide resources

Volunteer 
Recruitment

Recruit and organize commit-
tees

Advise committees

Request for 
Proposal (RFP)

Issue RFP;  advise on RFP and 
contractor selection 

Draft RFP; select contractor Respond to RFP Advise on RFP

Outreach Manage outreach campaign; 
create and print fliers; lead 
workshops

Build website; distribute fliers, 
outreach materials; schedule 
workshops;  identify venues

Teach nuts and bolts and 
Q&A session 

Provide workshop curricu-
lum; teach workshops 

Enrollment Compile database of enrollees; 
engage customers

Recruit neighbors Conduct preliminary as-
sessment and schedule 
site assessments 

Site Assessments Track contractor turnaround time 
and signed contracts 

Conduct site assess-
ments with homeowners; 
prepare bids

Installations Track contractor turnaround time 
and customer experience 

Execute contracts; install 
systems; complete 
paperwork 

Streamline solar permitting 
process; inspect installa-
tions; interconnect systems 

Celebration! Issue press release; promote, 
evaluate and replicate 

Plan and/or host party Plan and/or host party Evaluate

Figure 1. Sample Roles in a Solarize Campaign. This chart shows roles and responsibilities for a typical solarize campaign. The 
project manager is an essential role and could be a neighborhood coalition, a municipality, a local ASES chapter, or any organization 
with the capacity to devote a half-time person to leading the charge.

best candidate and announce your 
selection to all RFP respondents.

Step 4: conDuct outReAch AnD eDucA-

tion (monthS 4–6). Spread the word 
about your solarize program with 
a program Web site; colorful fliers, 
buttons, stickers and yard signs; and 
blogs and e-mails. Hold workshops 
that inform and motivate homeowners 
to sign up for the program.

Step 5: enRoll cuStomeRS (monthS 4–6).

Run a three-month enrollment period 
concurrently with outreach and educa-
tion. Engage media early so they can 
help get the word out. Offer online 
enrollment as well as phone registration.

Step 6: peRFoRm Site ASSeSSmentS 

(monthS 4–8). As participants enroll, 
the contractor conducts a detailed 
evaluation of each participant’s site 
and determines the solar system size. 
The customer and contractor then sign 
a contract for installation.

labor Hours Project 
organizer Volunteers contractor utility total

Project Management 250 250

RFP Committee 40 80

Outreach Committee 70 50

Workshop Design and Delivery 100 50 20 10

Site Assessments *

Installations *

Celebration and Evaluation 30 30 20

Total Hours 490 460 40 10 1,000

Materials Expenses 

Collateral (fliers, yard signs, etc.) $1,000 $1,000

Advertising $150

Database Development $2,000

Workshop Venue Rental $400

Speaker Fees $300

Booth Rental for Events $100

Web Hosting/Domain Name $200

Celebration Event $200 $300

Total Materials $4,350 $0 $1,300 $0 $5,650

Figure 2. Sample Budget Although every program will vary by location and population 
size, this sample budget provides a starting point for project planners.

*Contractor hours for site assessments and installations will vary by number of participants and are not shown 
here because they are not unique to a Solarize campaign.
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By JAsON COUGhLIN

Making Solar EnErgy 
accESSiblE to coMMunitiES
Best of all, it might not cost you a dime 

Local government managers across 
the United States are tapping 
into a new wave of innovation to 

overcome market barriers and deliver the 
benefits of solar energy to residents in 
their communities. 

The concept, called “solarize” by 
its earliest adopters, helps community 
members band together to seize volume 
discounts by purchasing solar photo-
voltaics (PV) in bulk from a group-
selected, solar-installation contractor. 
With solarize programs, a local govern-
ment can transition from a traditional 
direct-procurement role of building solar 
installations on public facilities to a 
facilitation role of bringing community 
members together to make residential 
solar energy a reality.

This shifts governments’ focus from 
investments of money to investments of 
time. It can also reframe energy ef-
ficiency and renewable energy initiatives 
from cost effective versus sustainable to 
cost effective and sustainable.

In these ways, solarize programs 
can satisfy government leadership 
imperatives to implement sustainability 
measures while also addressing eco-
nomic challenges.

A Grass-roots Revolution
The solarize model began in Portland, 
Oregon, and has achieved such success 
that cities in Arizona, Colorado, Washing-
ton, Massachusetts, Vermont, California, 
and others have established their own 
programs to buy solar energy in bulk and 
share the savings among participants. 
Variants of the solarize model now include 
multicity campaigns and employee group-
purchasing discounts offered by organiza-
tions as an employee benefit.

In all, solarize programs throughout 
the United States have resulted in 1,960 

installations since 2009. Here are suc-
cessful examples:

Solarize Portland. Starting as a 
grass-roots movement, Solarize Portland 
campaigns revolutionized the market for 
solar, driving down prices by more than 
30 percent and generating more than 50 
permanent green jobs within the solar 
industry. During the past three years, 
six Solarize Portland campaigns have 
achieved a total installed capacity of 1.7 
MW on 560 homes.

Solar Benefits Colorado. The Solar 
Benefits Colorado program represents a 
model of what leadership can achieve in 
a short amount of time through col-
laboration among local, state, and federal 
governments. By offering hassle-free solar 
at an impressive $3.90 per watt (a 15 to 
20 percent discount from current market 
rates), the program has attracted 1,100 
residential participants and counting since 
its launch in May 2012.

Solarize Washington. Managed by a 
Seattle-based nonprofit organization that 
works with community groups to organize 
solarize campaigns in multiple neighbor-
hoods, Solarize Washington has completed 
two successful campaigns and launched 
two more in 2012. After 56 installations 
and 237 kWh total installed capacity, the 
program’s success has prompted several 
local utilities to offer their support.

Solarize Massachusetts. In an effort 
to expand the state’s solar PV market be-
yond traditional early adopters, program 
organizers established a competition 
among four green communities to achieve 
widespread solar adoption. Campaigns 
in Harvard, Winchester, Hatfield, and 
Scituate resulted in 162 installations with 
829 kW total installed capacity.

Step-by-Step Solarize
Solarize campaigns follow the same basic 

steps to success, which are detailed in 
the U.S. Department of Energy’s Solarize 

Guidebook: A Community Guide to Collec-

tive Purchasing of Residential PV Systems. 

This how-to guide is designed for 
consumers, utilities, local governments, 
and community groups who want to 
replicate the success of the Solarize 
Portland model, overcome barriers 
to implementation, and permanently 
transform the market for solar energy in 
their communities.

Step 1: plAnninG (monthS 1–3). Develop 
partnerships. Enlist key allies and sup-
porters, starting with a primary project 
manager. Ideally, the project manager 
can partner with a technical expert 
who undersetands solar technologies 
(e.g., energy department or local utility 
staff) and a community organizer or 
volunteer coordinator. Together, these 
players collaborate to plan the project 
and identify tasks, responsible parties, 
and community partners.

Step 2: eStABliSh inFoRmAtion SYStemS 

AnD RecRuit volunteeRS (monthS 1–2). 

Provide a database structure that will 
enable the solar-installation contractor 
to track customer follow-up, schedule 
installations, and capture project results.
Also during this time, host a meeting to 
recruit core volunteers who are organized 
into two committees: the outreach com-
mittee, which manages communication 
and outreach to potential participants, 
and the request for proposal (RFP) com-
mittee, which chooses the contractor.

Step 3: Select the contRActoR (monthS 

2–3). Write the RFP and issue it to a wide 
group of solar contractors. Evaluate and 
score each proposal, then interview the 
top two or three candidates. Select the 

Project Manager Volunteers contractor utility/MuniciPality

Planning Manage program; provide 
resources 

Provide ideas Provide tech support;  
provide resources

Volunteer 
Recruitment

Recruit and organize commit-
tees

Advise committees

Request for 
Proposal (RFP)

Issue RFP;  advise on RFP and 
contractor selection 

Draft RFP; select contractor Respond to RFP Advise on RFP

Outreach Manage outreach campaign; 
create and print fliers; lead 
workshops

Build website; distribute fliers, 
outreach materials; schedule 
workshops;  identify venues

Teach nuts and bolts and 
Q&A session 

Provide workshop curricu-
lum; teach workshops 

Enrollment Compile database of enrollees; 
engage customers

Recruit neighbors Conduct preliminary as-
sessment and schedule 
site assessments 

Site Assessments Track contractor turnaround time 
and signed contracts 

Conduct site assess-
ments with homeowners; 
prepare bids

Installations Track contractor turnaround time 
and customer experience 

Execute contracts; install 
systems; complete 
paperwork 

Streamline solar permitting 
process; inspect installa-
tions; interconnect systems 

Celebration! Issue press release; promote, 
evaluate and replicate 

Plan and/or host party Plan and/or host party Evaluate

Figure 1. Sample Roles in a Solarize Campaign. This chart shows roles and responsibilities for a typical solarize campaign. The 
project manager is an essential role and could be a neighborhood coalition, a municipality, a local ASES chapter, or any organization 
with the capacity to devote a half-time person to leading the charge.

best candidate and announce your 
selection to all RFP respondents.

Step 4: conDuct outReAch AnD eDucA-

tion (monthS 4–6). Spread the word 
about your solarize program with 
a program Web site; colorful fliers, 
buttons, stickers and yard signs; and 
blogs and e-mails. Hold workshops 
that inform and motivate homeowners 
to sign up for the program.

Step 5: enRoll cuStomeRS (monthS 4–6).

Run a three-month enrollment period 
concurrently with outreach and educa-
tion. Engage media early so they can 
help get the word out. Offer online 
enrollment as well as phone registration.

Step 6: peRFoRm Site ASSeSSmentS 

(monthS 4–8). As participants enroll, 
the contractor conducts a detailed 
evaluation of each participant’s site 
and determines the solar system size. 
The customer and contractor then sign 
a contract for installation.

labor Hours Project 
organizer Volunteers contractor utility total

Project Management 250 250

RFP Committee 40 80

Outreach Committee 70 50

Workshop Design and Delivery 100 50 20 10

Site Assessments *

Installations *

Celebration and Evaluation 30 30 20

Total Hours 490 460 40 10 1,000

Materials Expenses 

Collateral (fliers, yard signs, etc.) $1,000 $1,000

Advertising $150

Database Development $2,000

Workshop Venue Rental $400

Speaker Fees $300

Booth Rental for Events $100

Web Hosting/Domain Name $200

Celebration Event $200 $300

Total Materials $4,350 $0 $1,300 $0 $5,650

Figure 2. Sample Budget Although every program will vary by location and population 
size, this sample budget provides a starting point for project planners.

*Contractor hours for site assessments and installations will vary by number of participants and are not shown 
here because they are not unique to a Solarize campaign.
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Step 7: inStAll SolAR electRic SYStemS 

(monthS 5–9). The contractor installs 
systems and updates the customer 
database accordingly. If target capacity 
is reached, all participants receive a 
lower final price. The project manager 
monitors the program’s status and 
coordinates regular team meetings to 
discuss installation progress and ad-
dress any issues or concerns.

 

Step 8: celeBRAte AnD ReFlect (month 9).

Complete your solarize program by ac-
knowledging everyone’s hard work and 
support. Listen to participant feedback 
and hold lessons-learned sessions with 
the organizing team to help improve 
future programs.

learn more
For more information, download The 

Solarize Guidebook: A Community Guide 

to Collective Purchasing of Residential PV 

Systems at http://www.nrel.gov/docs/
fy12osti/54738.pdf.

In addition, the DOE SunShot Initia-
tive has just released a video highlight-
ing the Portland Solarize program 
(https://www.eeremultimedia.energy.
gov/solar/videos/purchasing_solar_col-
lectively_solarize).

Two sister publications of The Solarize 

Guidebook, also developed with funding 
from the SunShot Initiative, detail ad-
ditional ways communities are finding to 
deliver the benefits of solar to residents:

•	 A Guide to Community Shared Solar: 

Utility, Private, and Nonprofit Project 

Development (http://www.nrel.gov/
docs/fy12osti/54570.pdf) helps com-
munities navigate the complexities of 
implementing and financing a single 
shared solar system.

•	 Solar Powering Your Community: A 

Guide for Local Governments (http://
www4.eere.energy.gov/solar/sunshot/
resource_center/sites/default/files/
solar-powering-your-community-
guide-for-local-governments.pdf) is a 
comprehensive resource to assist local 
governments and stakeholders in build-
ing sustainable local solar markets.

For more information, visit the DOE 
SunShot Initiative website at http://www1.
eere.energy.gov/solar/sunshot. 

Figure 3. Solar Installations. Solarize programs throughout the United States have 
resulted in 1,960 solar installations since 2009. Source: David Sweet, courtesy of the 
city of Portland, Oregon.

AT SOLARWORLD WE BELIEVE
OUR ENERGY IS DIFFERENT BECAUSE WE’RE DIFFERENT.

Rising energy costs. Underfunded public programs. The 
solution might be where you least expect it. The sun. Right 
now solar can be found in all kinds of places. National 
parks. State governments. Fire stations. Choose solar 
to reduce utility operating costs, so funds can be spent 
elsewhere. Talk to SolarWorld about how to harness the 
power of the sun for your community. Learn more at 
solarworld.com .

NOT ALL SOLAR ENERGY
IS CREATED EQUAL

We’re SolarWorld – America’s Authority on Solar™

The Greenest Fire Station in the World
Eastside Fire & Rescue • Issaquah, WA • 29.9 kW

JASOn COughlIn is a finance 
specialist, National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory, Golden, Colorado (Jason.
Coughlin@nrel.gov).

From the experts: 
Strategies that Work

Assemble the right players. Find 
champions who hold key leadership 
positions within each of the local and 
state agencies. These might include 
members of management and human 
relations who have the authority to 
move things forward on behalf of their 
organizations and are committed to 
attending regular meetings or confer-
ence calls throughout the program. 

understand the barriers. The big-
gest obstacles participants face are 
high up-front costs, time, and effort. 
Make the program both affordable 
and convenient by negotiating a 
volume discount and offering different 
financing options to participants, 
which the solar PV companies should 
detail in their RFP responses. 

Frame the program as a benefit. 
If you offer your solarize program to 
employees, frame the offering as a 
benefit (rather than an obligation or 
expectation), emphasizing the rewards 
of solar energy. This approach allows 
you to reach participants through 
existing channels such as human 
resources Web sites and newsletters.
   
Overcome customer inertia. While 
many people are interested in solar 
energy, issues like the variability of 
utility rebates and tax credits can 
cause people to delay their decisions 
until the right time becomes apparent. 
Move people to action by making a 
time-sensitive offering, which encour-
ages participants to sign up within the 
limited window of availability.

Invest most of your time in 
outreach. Market your program 
through a variety of media—presenta-
tions, webinars, Web sites, human 
resources bulletins, newsletters, 
and fliers—to reach your audience 
frequently, catch their attention, and 
drive them to action. Make outreach 
easy for your partner organizations by 
creating all of the materials for them.

solar communities  |  access continued
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Step 7: inStAll SolAR electRic SYStemS 

(monthS 5–9). The contractor installs 
systems and updates the customer 
database accordingly. If target capacity 
is reached, all participants receive a 
lower final price. The project manager 
monitors the program’s status and 
coordinates regular team meetings to 
discuss installation progress and ad-
dress any issues or concerns.

 

Step 8: celeBRAte AnD ReFlect (month 9).

Complete your solarize program by ac-
knowledging everyone’s hard work and 
support. Listen to participant feedback 
and hold lessons-learned sessions with 
the organizing team to help improve 
future programs.

learn more
For more information, download The 

Solarize Guidebook: A Community Guide 

to Collective Purchasing of Residential PV 

Systems at http://www.nrel.gov/docs/
fy12osti/54738.pdf.

In addition, the DOE SunShot Initia-
tive has just released a video highlight-
ing the Portland Solarize program 
(https://www.eeremultimedia.energy.
gov/solar/videos/purchasing_solar_col-
lectively_solarize).

Two sister publications of The Solarize 

Guidebook, also developed with funding 
from the SunShot Initiative, detail ad-
ditional ways communities are finding to 
deliver the benefits of solar to residents:

•	 A Guide to Community Shared Solar: 

Utility, Private, and Nonprofit Project 

Development (http://www.nrel.gov/
docs/fy12osti/54570.pdf) helps com-
munities navigate the complexities of 
implementing and financing a single 
shared solar system.

•	 Solar Powering Your Community: A 

Guide for Local Governments (http://
www4.eere.energy.gov/solar/sunshot/
resource_center/sites/default/files/
solar-powering-your-community-
guide-for-local-governments.pdf) is a 
comprehensive resource to assist local 
governments and stakeholders in build-
ing sustainable local solar markets.

For more information, visit the DOE 
SunShot Initiative website at http://www1.
eere.energy.gov/solar/sunshot. 

Figure 3. Solar Installations. Solarize programs throughout the United States have 
resulted in 1,960 solar installations since 2009. Source: David Sweet, courtesy of the 
city of Portland, Oregon.

AT SOLARWORLD WE BELIEVE
OUR ENERGY IS DIFFERENT BECAUSE WE’RE DIFFERENT.

Rising energy costs. Underfunded public programs. The 
solution might be where you least expect it. The sun. Right 
now solar can be found in all kinds of places. National 
parks. State governments. Fire stations. Choose solar 
to reduce utility operating costs, so funds can be spent 
elsewhere. Talk to SolarWorld about how to harness the 
power of the sun for your community. Learn more at 
solarworld.com .

NOT ALL SOLAR ENERGY
IS CREATED EQUAL

We’re SolarWorld – America’s Authority on Solar™

The Greenest Fire Station in the World
Eastside Fire & Rescue • Issaquah, WA • 29.9 kW

JASOn COughlIn is a finance 
specialist, National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory, Golden, Colorado (Jason.
Coughlin@nrel.gov).

From the experts: 
Strategies that Work

Assemble the right players. Find 
champions who hold key leadership 
positions within each of the local and 
state agencies. These might include 
members of management and human 
relations who have the authority to 
move things forward on behalf of their 
organizations and are committed to 
attending regular meetings or confer-
ence calls throughout the program. 

understand the barriers. The big-
gest obstacles participants face are 
high up-front costs, time, and effort. 
Make the program both affordable 
and convenient by negotiating a 
volume discount and offering different 
financing options to participants, 
which the solar PV companies should 
detail in their RFP responses. 

Frame the program as a benefit. 
If you offer your solarize program to 
employees, frame the offering as a 
benefit (rather than an obligation or 
expectation), emphasizing the rewards 
of solar energy. This approach allows 
you to reach participants through 
existing channels such as human 
resources Web sites and newsletters.
   
Overcome customer inertia. While 
many people are interested in solar 
energy, issues like the variability of 
utility rebates and tax credits can 
cause people to delay their decisions 
until the right time becomes apparent. 
Move people to action by making a 
time-sensitive offering, which encour-
ages participants to sign up within the 
limited window of availability.

Invest most of your time in 
outreach. Market your program 
through a variety of media—presenta-
tions, webinars, Web sites, human 
resources bulletins, newsletters, 
and fliers—to reach your audience 
frequently, catch their attention, and 
drive them to action. Make outreach 
easy for your partner organizations by 
creating all of the materials for them.

solar communities  |  access continued
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201 San Antonio Circle, Suite 148
Mountain View, CA 94040
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With offices in California, Texas, Illinois, Massachusetts & Washington
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 Facilitation & Strategic Planning
 Community Engagement
 Training
 Executive Coaching
 Executive Search
  Organizational Assessment

and Optimization
 Financial Planning
  Organizational Development

Performance Management

info@thenovakconsultinggroup.com  513-221-0500 

OrganizatiOns
Strengthening

Leadership Expertise. Exceptional Service.

Contact Philip Schaenman, President, TriData Division
3601 Wilson Boulevard, Arlington VA 22201 (703) 351-8300 

www.sysplan.com/capabilities/fire ems/index.html#capabilities

• Deployment and overtime analysis
• Best global practices for increasing productivity
• Performance measurement
• Consolidation studies
• Building bridges/cultural competency
• Emergency management and preparedness
• Post-incident analysis• Post-incident analysis
• Data analysis

Fire, Police, EMS, and Emergency 
Management Studies

A Division of

SYSTEM PLANNING CORPORATION

TriData
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The Center for State and Local 
Government Excellence

www.slge.org

Visit slge.org to 
 ■ Download free publications 

on pensions, health benefits, 
competitive employment 
practices, demographic 
trends, and financial 
planning.

 ■ Use the Public Plans Database containing 
comprehensive information for more than  
126 state and local defined benefit plans.

 ■ Subscribe to the Center’s e-newsletter.

12-125

•	 Public-Private	
Partnerships	

•	 Development	Advisory	
Services

•	 Real	Estate	Economics

•	 Impact	Analysis
•	 Subarea	Planning	&	
Implementation

•	 Community	&	Economic	
Development	Strategies

221	North	LaSalle	Street	|	Suite	820	|	Chicago	IL	60601	
312.424.4250	|	www.sbfriedman.com

SB Friedman
Development Advisors

vision | economics | strategy | finance | implementation 

Our	mission	is	to	guide	and	enable	our	clients	
to	create	high-quality	places	through	real	
estate	economics,	development	finance	and	
urban	planning
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Leading Your Community
A Guide  for  LocAL  eLected  LeAders

10-116

A comprehensive overview of 
the roles, responsibilities 

and relationships of local 
elected officials

Also available in PDF 
download

developed in partnership  
with the National League of cities

Order online: icma.org/press

KEMP CONSULTING was formed to provide needed consulting services 
to municipal governments. These services include those that relate to 
state-of-the-art financial management practices, including:

Details of Roger Kemp’s background and professional skills are 
highlighted on his website. Dr. Kemp has experience as a city man-
ager in politically, economically, and ethnically diverse communi-
ties. Call or e-mail for a brochure.

Kemp Consulting, LLC
Roger L. Kemp, PhD, ICMA-CM – President
P. O. Box 342, Meriden, CT 06450-0342
PH 203.686.0281       FX 203.265.2746    
rlkbsr@snet.net       www.rogerlkemp.com

•   User Fees and Charges Review

•   Financial Management 
Studies

•   Budget Reduction Reviews

•   Financial Policy Reviews

•   Consolidation Studies

•   Management Briefings

•   Capital Projects Planning

•   Presentations and Speeches

•   Enterprise Fund Reviews

•   Other Special Assignments

•   Cutback Management 
Methods

•   Retainer Services

BYOB Balance Your Own Budget!

 ■ Service and Workload Analysis of Your  
Police and Fire Departments

 ■ Police and Fire Chief Selection
 ■ Alternative Service Delivery
 ■ Asking Your Police Chief the Right  

Questions to Get the Right Answers

For more information, visit icma.org/publicsafety,  
contact Thomas Wieczorek at twieczorek@icma.org,  
Leonard Matarese at lmatarese@icma.org,  
or call 716-969-1360.

www.icma.org/publicsafety

A DAtA-Driven, forensic ApproAch 
to Public Safety ServiceS

reacH YoUr MarKeT
As the membership magazine of ICMA, a premier local government 
leadership and management organization, PM reaches more than 
9,500 local government decisionmakers around the world. Advertising 
in PM puts your message in front of the top appointed official in local 
government—the city or county manager, as well as department heads 
and assistant chief administrative officers, who are all dedicated to 
improving quality of life in their communities.

For advertising information, contact Fox Associates, 1-800-440-0232 
or e-mail adinfo.icma@foxrep.com
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short story  | termination

Sterling Cheatham, ICMA-CM 
City Manager 
Wilmington, North Carolina 
sterling.cheatham@wilmingtonnc.gov

L ike many managers, from time to 
time I get the opportunity to speak 
to a variety of different groups. 

Most really don’t have a sense for what 
a city manager does. I am typically asked 
these three questions: What does a man-
ager do? What has been your worst day? 
What has been your biggest challenge?

My response to the first question is 
fairly well predicated on things that have 
gone wrong or right for that particular 
day, as the manager’s job is constantly 
changing. In regard to the second and 
third questions, however, my answer is 
most frequently the same.

The response to the second one is 
my first day on the job when I had the 
experience of having a high-ranking 
elected city official arrested by my own 
police department for driving-under-the-
influence, a charge that was determined 
later to be unsubstantiated.

The response to the third question is 
typically linked to the second question, 
and that is having the experience of ter-
minating the police chief, who is a com-
munity symbol of stability, justice, and 
authority. Events like these can provide 
life-changing insights, both personally 
and professionally, to a new manager.

Right Thing to Do
You see, even after 30-plus years as an 
experienced, fairly-well-read assistant 
who had fired a number of employees, 
I had no experience in terminating a 
police chief. Throughout my career, I 
have worked closely with the police. I 
had dealt with tense police and commu-
nity issues, the hiring of chiefs, and even 
disciplining them.

But this situation presented a unique 
set of challenges. The matter was magni-
fied by the fact that in our community, 
the council gets to select the police and 

fire chiefs, but these officials report to 
the manager and serve at will.

As most managers know, the police 
chief is often only second to the mayor 
and manager in his or her visibility in 
the community. He or she is always 
protecting and serving and is the leader 
of a significant contingent of employees 
who have that same responsibility.

Police chiefs typically have a strong 
community base and are politically savvy. 
Managers typically want to have a seam-
less, wholesome relationship with their 
chief and all department staff, for that 
matter. It is mutually beneficial to do so.

Soon after my initial days as manager, 
it became apparent that I had to take 
action to relieve the police chief—and the 
sooner the better. This was not neces-
sarily due to other actions of the chief 
beyond an erroneous DUI arrest charge 
but because of escalating friction in the 
police department and the community.

I felt the time had come, and I 
needed to do the right thing, the right 
way, at the right time. Yet, I had no 
answer on how best to do any of the 
“right things.”

In Preparation
My first step in the termination process 
was to advise the mayor of my decision, 
knowing he would be a primary focus 
of media attention. My next step was 
to notify the council of my intent, and 
then set up the meeting to advise the 
police chief. All of these actions needed 
rapid sequencing.

I decided to take the big-picture 
approach for a tempered discussion with 
the chief by approaching it with such 
statements as: it’s in your best interest, 
the organization and the community’s 
best interest, and so forth, that I suggest 
you resign.

For the dreaded termination meeting, 
I thought it best to call for an early morn-
ing, next-day meeting that I had carefully 
scripted in my mind to focus on accom-
plishments, how things had changed, 
how the present situation was not 
benefitting anyone, and how he would be 
perceived positively by the community by 
removing himself from all of the conten-
tiousness and innuendo. This chief was 
a model No.1 tough guy, known to have 
a mercurial temperament, and a colorful 
vocabulary, so I anticipated, at best, a 
difficult discussion.

My approach was so easy that it 
failed. In the meeting, he refused the 
invitation to resign. I was left to sum-
mon the courage to take the termination 
route. With the best-made plans now 
discarded, the discussion quickly got 
personal and proved as tormented, pain-
ful, and threatening as I envisioned.

Finally, it was over after significant 
emotional and mental duress. The whole 
meeting lasted 30 eternal minutes.

Afterwards, I contacted the police 
department’s second-in-command and 
asked him to assume interim leadership. 
This was a tough request of the second-
in-command, as I had limited previous 
interactions with staff, instead focusing 
my communications with and through 
the soon-to-be-former chief. Thankfully, 
due to the second-in-command’s loyalty 
to the department and city, he accepted 
this challenge. To this day, I am uncer-
tain what my second option would have 
been if he hadn’t.

Handling the Attention
As you would expect, there followed a 
flood of media calls and questions, 
e-mail messages, and phone calls from 
concerned residents, as well as internal 
staffing issues to deal with, which 
eventually waned. In its wake arose an 
opportunity to begin setting a new 
direction for the department. 

By STERLING ChEAThAM, ICMA-CM

The challenging 
TerminaTion
It doesn’t always go according to script
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I C M A ’ s  9 8 t h  A n n u A l  C o n f e r e n C e
October 7–10, 2012

Phoenix Convention Center  •  Phoenix/Maricopa County, Arizona

Visit the ICMA Conference Microsite  
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downtown deals on shopping and meals!
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“The fire chief of tomorrow must be equipped to operate in an environment that is more  
dynamic, more challenging, and more unforgiving than in the past….the opportunity for the fire and 
emergency services profession to mobilize around meaningful and effective change is also great.”

—Adam K. Thiel, Fire Chief, FACETS Consulting, LLP, and Charles R. Jennings, Associate Professor,  
John Jay College of Criminal Justice, City University of New York, Editors

Managing Fire and Emergency Services
Adam K. Thiel and Charles R. Jennings, Editors
2011. 516 pp.
Hardcover: $97.00
ICMA Members: $77.00
Item no. 43636
ISBN: 978-0-87326-763-2
ICMA Press

Managing Fire and Emergency Services provides valuable insight into  
fire and emergency services from the people who know it best.

Available at bookstore.icma.org 

Just Published
NEW! 
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NEW! 


